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1 CONSERVATION TARGETS 

1.1.1 Special Elements  

 

ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

AMPHIBIAN 
Ascaphus truei population 
2 

Tailed frog, Coastal 
population G4 

Special 
Concern S3S4 Blue   Y 11 

AMPHIBIAN Bufo boreas Western toad G4 
Special 
Concern S4 Yellow   N   

AMPHIBIAN Rana aurora 
Northern Red-
legged Frog G4 

Special 
Concern S3S4 Blue   N   

BIRD Accipiter gentilis laingi 
Queen Charlotte 
goshawk G5T2   S2B,SZN Red 19 Y 28 

BIRD Aegolius acadicus brooksi 

Northern Saw-whet 
owl (brooksi 
subspecies) G5T3   S3 Blue 12 Y 9 

BIRD Ardea herodias fannini 
Great blue heron, 
fannini subspecies G5T4   S3B,S5N Blue 17 Y 2 

BIRD Asio flammeus Short-eared owl G5   S3B,S2N Blue 18 N   

BIRD Cyanocitta stelleri carlottae

Steller's jay  
(carlottae 
subspecies) G5T3 

  
S3 Blue 

18 
N   

BIRD Falco peregrinus pealei 
Peregrine Falcon, 
Peale’s  G4T3 

Special 
Concern S3B,SZN Blue 

21 
Y 108 

BIRD Glaucidium gnoma swarthi

Northern Pygmy-
Owl, swarthi 
subspecies G5T3Q   S3 Blue 19 Y 3 

BIRD Picoides villosus picoideus 

Hairy woodpecker, 
picoideus 
subspecies G5T3   S3 Blue 17 N   

BIRD 
Pinicola enucleator 
carlottae 

Pine grosbeak  
(carlottae 
subspecies) G5T3   S3B,SZN Blue 13 N   
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

FISH Acipenser medirostris Green Sturgeon G3 
Special 
Concern S1S2B,S3N Red   N   

FISH Gasterosteus aculeatus 
Threespine 
stickleback G5 

Special 
Concern S5 Yellow   N   

FISH Gasterosteus species 1 
Giant Black 
Stickleback G1 

Special 
Concern S1 Red   Y 2 

FISH Salvelinus confluentus Bull Trout G3   S3 Blue  N   

MAMMAL Gulo gulo luscus 
Wolverine, luscus 
subspecies G4T4 

Special 
Concern S3 Blue   N   

MAMMAL Microtus townsendii cowani
Townsend's Vole, 
cowani subspecies G5T1   S1 Red   Y 1 

MAMMAL Mustela erminea haidarum
Queen Charlotte 
Islands Ermine G5T2 Threatened S2 Red   Y 3 

MAMMAL Myotis keenii 
Keen's Long-eared 
Myotis G2G3 

Special 
Concern S2 Red   Y 1 

MAMMAL 
Rangifer tarandus 
population 15 

Caribou, Northern 
Mountain Population G5T4 

Threatened/ 
Special 
Concern S3S4 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Abies amabilis - Picea 
sitchensis / Oplopanax 
horridus 

Amabilis fir - Sitka 
spruce / devil's club GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Alnus rubra/ Maianthemum 
dilatatum 

Red alder / false lily 
- of - the valley GNR   S3 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Deschampsia cespitosa - 
Sidalcea hendersonii 

Tufted hairgrass - 
Henderson's 
checker-mallow GNR   S1S2 Red   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Picea sitchensis - Tsuga 
mertensia/ Calamagrostis 
nutkaensis 

Sitka spruce - 
mountain hemlock/ 
reed grass GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis / 
Calamagrostis nutkaensis 

Sitka spruce / reed 
grass GNR   S3 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis / 
Kindbergia oregana 

Sitka spruce / 
Kindbergia GNR   S4 Blue   N 
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis / 
Polystichum munitum 

Sitka spruce / sword 
fern GNR   S3 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis / Rubus 
spectabilis Dry 

Sitka spruce / 
salmonberry Dry GNR   S1S2 Red   Y 3 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Picea sitchensis / Rubus 
spectabilis Very Wet 
Maritime 

Sitka spruce / 
salmonberry Very 
Wet Maritime GNR   S2 Red   Y 2 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis / Trisetum 
canescens 

Sitka spruce / sword 
fern GNR   S2 Red   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Picea sitchensis/ Malus 
fusca 

Sitka spruce/ Pacific 
crabapple GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Picea 
sitchensis/Maianthemum 
dilatatum Wet 
Hypermaritime 1 

Sitka spruce/false 
lily-of-the-valley 
Wet Hypermaritime 
1 GNR   S2 Red   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 
Pinus contorta / Sphagnum 
spp. Very Dry Maritime 

Lodgepole pine / 
peat-mosses Very 
Dry Maritime GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Populus balsamifera ssp. 
trichocarpa / Cornus 
stolonifera 

Black cottonwood / 
red-osier dogwood GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Thuja plicata - Picea 
sitchensis/ Conocephalum 
conicum 

Western redcedar-
Sitka spruce/ devil's 
club Very Wet 
Hypermaritime GNR   S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Thuja plicata - Picea 
sitchensis/ Oplopanax 
horridus Very Wet 
Hypermaritime 2 

Western redcedar-
Sitka spruce/ devil's 
club Very Wet 
Hypermaritime GNR   S3 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Thuja plicata / Picea 
sitchensis - Lysichitum 
americanum 

Western redcedar / 
Sitka spruce - skunk 
cabbage GNR   S3 Blue   N   
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Thuja plicata-Picea 
sitchensis/ Polystichum 
munitum 

Western redcedar - 
Sitka spruce/ sword 
fern GNR   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Tsuga heterophylla - Picea 
sitchensis / 
Rhytidiadelphus 

Western hemlock - 
Sitka spruce / lanky 
moss GNR   S3 Blue   N   

RARE PLANT COMMUNITY 

Tsuga heterophylla - 
Pseudotsuga menziesii / 
Kindbergia oreganum 

Western hemlock - 
Douglas-fir / Oregon 
beaked-moss GNR   S2 Red   Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT Agrostis pallens Dune Bentgrass G4G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Arnica chamissonis ssp. 
incana Meadow arnica G5TNR   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Artemisia furcata var. 
heterophylla 

Three-forked 
mugwort G4TNR   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Atriplex alaskensis Alaskan orache G3G4Q   SH Red   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Botrychium pedunculosum Stalked moonwort G2G3   S2 Red   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Callitriche heterophylla ssp. 
heterophylla 

Two-edged water 
starwort G5T5   S2S3 Blue   Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT Cardamine angulata Angled bitter-cress G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 
VASCULAR PLANT Carex backii Back's sedge G4   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Carex glareosa var. 
amphigena 

Lesser saltmarsh 
sedge G4G5TNR   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Carex gmelinii Gmelin's sedge G4G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 6 

VASCULAR PLANT Carex lenticularis var. dolia Enander's sedge G5T3   S2S3 Blue   N   
VASCULAR PLANT Carex pansa Sand-dune sedge G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 3 
VASCULAR PLANT Carex paysonis Payson's sedge G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Cerastium fischerianum Fischer's chickweed G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Cornus suecica 
Dwarf bog 
bunchberry G5     Blue   Y 1 
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Douglasia laevigata var. 
ciliolata Smooth douglasia G3T3   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 

VASCULAR PLANT Draba alpina Alpine draba G4G5   S2S3 Blue   N   
VASCULAR PLANT Draba cinerea Gray-leaved draba G5   S2S3 Blue   N   
VASCULAR PLANT Draba corymbosa Baffin's bay draba G4G5   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Draba lonchocarpa var. 
thompsonii Lance-fruited draba G4T?   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Draba lonchocarpa var. 
vestita Lance-fruited draba G4T3   S2S3 Blue   Y 5 

VASCULAR PLANT Draba ruaxes 
Coast mountain 
draba G3   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Dryopteris cristata Crested wood fern G5   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Eleocharis kamtschatica 
Kamtschatica spike-
rush G4   S1S3 Blue   Y 3 

VASCULAR PLANT Eleocharis parvula Small spike-rush G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 3 

VASCULAR PLANT Enemion savilei 
Queen Charlotte 
isopyrum G3   S3 Blue   Y 15 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Epilobium ciliatum ssp. 
watsonii 

Purple-leaved 
willowherb G5T?   S2S3 Blue   Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Epilobium glaberrimum 
ssp. fastigiatum Smooth willowherb G5TNR   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Epilobium hornemannii ssp 
behringianum 

Hornemann's 
willowherb G5T4   S2S3 Blue   Y 7 

VASCULAR PLANT Epilobium leptocarpum 
Small-flowered 
willowherb G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Erythronium montanum White glacier lily G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Eutrema edwardsii Edward's wallflower G4   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Geum schofieldii 
Queen Charlotte 
avens G2   S2 Red   Y 6 

VASCULAR PLANT Glyceria leptostachya 
Slender-spike 
manna grass G3   S2S3 Blue   Y 6 

VASCULAR PLANT Glyceria occidentalis 
Western 
mannagrass G5   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Helictotrichon hookeri Spike oat G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 

VASCULAR PLANT Hippuris tetraphylla 
Four-leaved mare's-
tail G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT Impatiens aurella 
Orange touch-me-
not G4?   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Juncus regelii Regel's rush G4?   S3 Blue   Y 1 
VASCULAR PLANT Juncus stygius Bog rush G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 
VASCULAR PLANT Lasthenia maritima Hairy goldfields G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 2 
VASCULAR PLANT Leucanthemum arcticum Arctic daisy G5   SH Red   Y   
VASCULAR PLANT Ligusticum calderi Calder's lovage G3   S3 Blue   Y 8 
VASCULAR PLANT Lilaea scilloides Flowering quillwort G5?   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Lloydia serotina var. flava Alp lily G5T3   S3 Blue   Y 6 

VASCULAR PLANT Malaxis brachypoda One-leaved malaxis G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Malaxis diphyllos Two-leaved malaxis G3G4   S1S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Malaxis paludosa 
Bog adder's-mouth 
orchid G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 7 

VASCULAR PLANT Mertensia maritima Sea bluebells G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 7 
VASCULAR PLANT Montia chamissoi Chamisso's montia G5   S1S3 Blue   Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT Myriophyllum quitense 
Waterwort water-
milfoil G4?   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Oxalis oregana Redwood sorrel G5   S2 Red   Y 1 
VASCULAR PLANT Papaver alboroseum Pale poppy G3   S1S3 Blue   N   
VASCULAR PLANT Pedicularis verticillata Whorled lousewort G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 
VASCULAR PLANT Pinguicula villosa Hairy butterwort G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 
VASCULAR PLANT Platanthera chorisiana Choris bog orchid G3   S3S4 Yellow   N   
VASCULAR PLANT Poa eminens Eminent bluegrass G5   S1S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Poa laxiflora 
Loose-flowered 
bluegrass G3   S3S4 Yellow   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Polemonium boreale 
Northern Jacob's-
ladder G5   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Polemonium elegans 
Elegant Jacob's-
ladder G4   S2S3 Blue   Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Polemonium occidentale 
Western Jacob`s-
ladder G5?   S2S3 Blue   N   
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ELEMENT TYPE SCIENTIFIC NAME COMMON NAME 
GLOBAL 
RANK 

STATUS 
CANADA 
(COSEWIC) 

PROV. 
RANK 

PROV. 
LIST 

PARTNERS 
IN FLIGHT 

SCORE 
(BIRDS) 

SPATIAL 
DATA? 

# of element 
occurrence 

records 
VASCULAR PLANT Polystichum setigerum Alaska holly fern G2G3   S2S3 Blue   Y 4 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Potentilla nivea var. 
pentaphylla 

Five-leaved 
cinquefoil G5T4   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Sagina nivalis Snow pearlwort G5   S2S3 Blue   N   

VASCULAR PLANT 
Salix reticulata ssp. 
glabellicarpa Netted willow G5T2   S2 Red   Y 7 

VASCULAR PLANT Sanguisorba menziesii Menzies' burnet G3G4   S2S3 Blue  Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT 
Saxifraga nelsoniana ssp. 
carlottae 

Cordate-leaved 
saxifrage G5T2   S2 Red   Y 10 

VASCULAR PLANT Saxifraga taylori Taylor's saxifrage G3   S3 Blue  Y 24 

VASCULAR PLANT Senecio cymbalaria 
Dwarf arctic 
butterweed G5   S1S3 Blue  Y 1 

VASCULAR PLANT Senecio moresbiensis 
Queen Charlotte 
butterweed G3   S3 Blue  Y 17 

VASCULAR PLANT Senecio pseudoarnica Beach groundsel G5   S2S3 Blue   Y 3 
VASCULAR PLANT Sparganium fluctuans Water bur-reed G5   S2S3 Blue  Y 2 

VASCULAR PLANT Sparganium glomeratum Glomerate bur-reed G4?   S1S3 Blue  N   

VASCULAR PLANT Triglochin concinna 
Graceful arrow-
grass G5   S2 Red   N   

VASCULAR PLANT Viola biflora ssp. carlottae 
Queen Charlotte 
twinflower violet G5T3   S3 Blue   Y 16 
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1.1.2 Focal species 

1.1.2.1 Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) Nest and Forage 
Area Suitability Ratings 

 

NEST AREA RATINGS 
Height Class Height (m) North Coast Central Coast Haida Gwaii / QCI 

1 0-10.4 0.1 0.1 0 
2 10.5-19.4 0.4 0.4 0 
3 19.5-28.4 0.75 0.75 0.2 

>4 >28.4 1 1 1 
          

Canopy Closure Class 
0-1 0-15 0 0 0 
2 16-25 0.2 0.2 0.2 
3 26-35 0.4 0.4 0.2 
4 36-45 0.8 0.8 0.4 

5-7 46-75 1 1 1 
8-9 >75 0.8 0.8 0.4 

          
Species 

Yc – yellow cedar  0.3 0.3 0.3 
Cw – western redcedar  0.7 0.4 0.5 

Pl – shore pine  0.7 0.8 0.2 
Ac – polar  0.5 0.7 N/A 

Ss, Sx, S – Sitka spruce, spruce hybrid, spruce  0.8 0.6 1 
Ba, B – amabilis fir, balsam fir  0.8 0.6 N/A 

Dr – red alder  0.8 0.7 0.8 
Hw – western hemlock  1 1 0.9 

Hm – mountain hemlock  1 1 0.7 
Fd – Douglas-fir  N/A 1 N/A 

          
Edge Distance (m) 

0-50  0.4 0.4 0.4 
50-100  0.8 0.8 0.8 
>100  1 1 1 

0-100 blended  0.7 0.6 0.6 
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FORAGE AREA RATINGS 
Height Class Height (m) North Coast Central Coast Haida Gwaii / QCI

>4 >37.4 20 20 20 
4 28.5-37.4 15 15 20 
3 19.5-28.4 10 10 5 

<3 <19.5 5 5 5 
          

Age Class 
8&9 >140 20 20 20 
6&7 101-140 15 17 17 
4&5 61-100 10 13 10 
<4 <61 5 5 5 
          

Crown Closure Class 
5-7  20 20 20 
4  15 15 10 

3, 8  5 5 5 
1,2,9  1 1 1 

          
Elevation (m) 

0-800  10 10 0-600m 10 
>800  5 5 >600m 2 

          
Slope 

<35  5 5 5 
35-70  3 3 3 
>70  1 1 1 

          
Distance from Shoreline (m) 

<=300  10 10 10 
>300  0.5 5 5 

          
Forest Type 

All except below  25 25 25 
R, GR, SAND, CL, L, G, RIV, U   0 0 0 
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1.1.2.2 Grizzly Bear (Ursus Arctos) Broad Ecosystem Unit 
Ratings Table 

For each Ecoregion/BGC subzone/variant combination, suitability ratings are provided (by 
season and life requisite) for all structural stages*, for features such as: 

 landscape position (slope, aspect, crest, special habitats)  
 moisture regimes (floodplain, dry average, moist, deep/shallow soil, rock outcrop)  
 potential ecosystem unit  
 special features (e.g. lakes, cliffs, wetlands, avalanche chute)  

Structural stages may be grouped (e.g. shrub/herb, young forest, mature/old forest) 
 

Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings

AC Trembling Aspen Copse No special modification for n, t or generic, SBPS 
and IDF here only, maybe better elsewhere  4 

AG Alpine Grassland Made all 3's but suspect that may be optimistic in 
some Ecosections 3 

AH Alpine Heath Made all 4's but suspect that may be pessimistic in 
some Ecosections (northern had bog blueberry) 4 

AM* Alpine Meadow Minus 1 for "Northern" Ecosections, Plus 1 for 
COM Ecosections 2 or 3 

AMs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing. If forb unit, would be class 
1, but can't distinguish forb from sedge dominated. 2 or 3 

AM Alpine Meadow Minus 1 for north facing 3 or 4 

AS Alpine Shrubland Generic 3 - largely because of crowberry, 
lingonberry and sedges. 3 

AT Alpine Tundra All 5's - some probably deserve 6, but left as 5 for 
consistency. 5 

AU Alpine Unvegetated Always 6 6 

AV* Avalanche Track 
Minus 1 for MHmm2 and MHun (rockier, steeper), 
IDF and MS (drier), SWB and BWBS (colder and 
drier). 

1 or 2 

AVn  

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing (wonder also about the dry 
ESSF subzones, but did not discount) 2 or 3 

AVs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing.    1 or 2 

BG Sphagnum Bog Sphagnum bogs in HEL CWH vh1 and vh2 - 4's 
because of perimeter foods. 4 

BK* Subalpine Fir - Scrub Birch Krummholz Several berry species so assigned class 3, but 
extensive - NEW - WATCH RESULTS 3 or 4 

BKn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing (assumed lower berry 
production). 4 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

BP* Boreal White Spruce - Lodgepole Pine 

Succession on generic: assumed 
1 and 6 are equivalent @ 3, pine 
in 2 and 4 doghair (drops to 5): 
3553 (NOTE THAT THERE IS 
ONE ss3 listed - real or error? - if 
real, aspen units would match ss1 
and ss6) 

2 to 5 

BPc, n 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for coarse soils and north 
facing 3 to 5 

BPm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 2 for moist soils at ss1 - 
more foods (see manual p60) 2 to 5 

BPs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing - assumed 
higher berry production 3 to 5 

BS Bunchgrass Grassland 
Assumed no grizzly capability or 
suitability left in these dry 
grasslands 

6 

CB* Cedars - Shore Pine Bog 

Plus 1 for CPR and KIR 
(CWHvm1), HEL=4, HES and 
QCT are actually unoccupied 
islands (6). No differences for 
modifiers - aspect, soils likely not 
significant influences on bogs. 
Some of these may be class 2 on 
occasion, but pulled back to 3 for 
consistency. (All succession now 
fixed) 

3 or 4 

CD* Coastal Douglas-fir 
SOG, GEL and FRL given 6 
(unoccupied). Succession on 
generic: 353534 

3 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

CD  
c, l, n 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; l = shallow 
(lithic) soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered shallow to bedrock (0 - 
100 cm depth); n = cool (northerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep to 
steep slopes (slope gradient > 25%) which 
have a cool, northerly or easterly aspect (285 
to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 at ss1 for coarse textured, 
shallow soil and north facing. Drops 
capability from 3 to 4 

4 or 5 

CDs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Same as generic for south facing 3 to 5 

CF Cultivated Field 
All cultivated fields given 6 - may have 
some food, but not consistent. High 
mortality risk. 

6 

CH* Coastal Western Hemlock - Western 
Redcedar 

Minus 1 at ss6 for SBR (colder), OUF 
(drier), HEL (wetter) - from 3 to 4. 
Succession on generic: 353533 

3 to 5 

CHl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils (eliminates 
ecosection step-down) 4 or 5 

CHm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist soils (except in HEL and 
vm2 where irrelevant - i.e. always 
"moist") 

2 to 5 

CHn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing except in vm_ 
and vm1 (assumed herb cover in ss1, 
ss3 and ss5 and also warmer and drier 
for berries) 

3 to 5 

CHs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing (berries, including 
salal) except for vh2, and OUF vm1 
(barley occupied) 

2 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

CR Black Cottonwood Riparian Habitat Class 
Very few of these that are actually 
occupied (Cottonwood riparian in dry 
Ecosections) 

2 

CS* Coastal Western Hemlock - Subalpine Fir 
Succession on generic: 353534 - good 
berry producer except perhaps on drier 
sites, lots of conifers 

3 to 5 

CSm, s, t 

m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average; s = 
steep, warm (southerly) aspect ecosystems 
occur on steep slopes (slope gradient > 35%) 
which have a warm, southerly or westerly 
aspect (135 to 285 degrees); t = moderate, 
warm (southerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep slopes (slope gradient 
between 25% and 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Plus 1 for moist soils: 253533 - assumed 
benefit of devil's club. CONSIDER CBR 
STEPDOWN IF CBR TOO HIGH. South 
facing assumed to have better Vaccinium 
production. 

2 to 5 

CSn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing, except ss1 
(herbs): 354544 3 to 5 

CW* Coastal Western Hemlock - Douglas-fir 

Succession on generic: 253533, largely 
because of Nimpkish experience (salal 
and VACCPAR berry productivity in 
these can be excellent). Could consider 
Ecosection/Subzone modification. 
Dropped OUF down to 4 (envisioned 
rocky islands). Assumed VACC spp. 
berries in generic ss6 understory. 

2 to 5 

CWl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils: 454544 (did not 
assume that soils <1m depth would 
support much of a berry crop or spring 
herbs in clearcuts, given relative dryness 
of this unit) 

4 or 5 

CWm, s, t 

m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average; s = 
steep, warm (southerly) aspect ecosystems 
occur on steep slopes (slope gradient > 35%) 
which have a warm, southerly or westerly 
aspect (135 to 285 degrees); t = moderate, 
warm (southerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep slopes (slope gradient 
between 25% and 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Plus 1 for moist and south facing except 
in OUF: 253533 2 to 5 

CWn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing except in ss1 - 
assumed these north facing clearcuts 
would have some spring value akin to the 
Nimpkish, some later berry production 
(e.g. salal): 353534. Again dropped OUF 
down to 4. 

3 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

DF* Interior Douglas-Fir Forest 

Too dry to be much good, even when in 
ICH or SBS. Minus 1 for FRB ecosection. 
Succession on generic: 454545. Plus 1 
for IDFww. 

3 to 5 

DFc, l, n 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; l = shallow 
(lithic) soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered shallow to bedrock (0 - 
100 cm depth); n = cool (northerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep to 
steep slopes (slope gradient > 25%) which 
have a cool, northerly or easterly aspect (285 
to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for coarse soils, shallow soils 
and north facing, plus 1 for IDFww. 3 to 5 

DFm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist in old growth (assumed 
higher cover of berries): 454544 4 and 5 

DFs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Almost same as generic - no assumed 
benefit of south facing (too hot, too dry) 
on seral, only on old growth: 454544. 
Minus 1 for FRB ecosection. Plus 1 for 
IDFww, ICHmk, SBSmc (assumed higher 
food production in wet IDF and moist ICH 
and SBS). 

3 to 5 

DL* Douglas-fir - Lodgepole Pine 

Similar to DF, too dry to have much food. 
Mid seral dominated by Pine (closed). 
Some evidence of seral deciduous (birch 
and aspen). Limited distribution in wetter 
subzones. Succession on generic: 
454544, plus 1 for IDFww. 

3 to 5 

DLc 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments. 

Minus 1 for coarse soils. Plus 1 for 
IDFww. 4 and 5 

DLl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils. No increase for 
IDFww (even the wetter subzone 
assumed not to compensate for shallow, 
dry soils). 

5 

DLm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist except in IDFdk. Even 
the moist soils in that dry subzone 
assumed not to compensate. 

3 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

DLn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 across the board. North facing, 
dry subzones, pine in mid seral = very 
little food. 

5 

DL s, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Similar to generic. Little assumed benefit 
of south facing: 454544 or 353534 for 
IDFww. 

3 to 5 

DP* Douglas-fir - Ponderosa Pine Driest of the dry. Almost completely 
extirpated. All 5's. 5 

EF* Engelmann Spruce - Sub-alpine Fir Dry 
Forested 

No deciduous seral stages, so 
succession on generic: 3443. Problem 
matching description of succession in 
manual with own experience. This is the 
unit that when burned produces 
excellent, long lasting berry fields (e.g. 
Bruce's study area). Yet manual 
suggests succession through dense pine. 
Minus 1 for dry subzones (ESSFxc, 
ESSFdc and ESSFdv): 4554. 

3 to 5 

EFc, l, n 

l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth); n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for coarse and shallow soils and 
north facing - overrides dry subzones: 
4554 

4 or 5 

EFm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist soils (e.g. horsetails) in 
early seral: 2443 2 to 4 

EFs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing in early seral 
except for dry subzones: 2443 or 3443 in 
xc, dc and dv 

2 to 4 

EFu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic for upper elevations 
(although this may be the unit in the 
wetter subzones with meadow-like forest 
understories: 3443 or 4554 in dry 
subzones/ecosections. 

3 or 4 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

ER* Engelmann Spruce Riparian 

Perhaps over-rated for 
Spruce/Cottonwood floodplains in the 
drier ecosections, but likely spring habitat 
throughout, some fall berry feeding. 
Succession on generic: 132322 

1 to 3 

ES Estuary All class 1, although some will need step-
down for human influence. 1 

EW* Subalpine Fir - Mountain Hemlock Wet 
Forested 

Strong VACC spp. in understory: 
Succession on generic: 3553 (no 
deciduous) 

3 to 5 

EWl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils: 3554 (even 
shallow soils likely to have foods in early 
seral) 

3 to 5 

EWm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average Plus 1 for moist soils in early seral: 2553 2 to 5 

EWn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing, all seral stages: 
4554 4 or 5 

EWs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing on early seral (old 
growth described as "dense"): 2553 2 to 5 

EWu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic for upper elevations. 
3553 3 to 5 

FB* Subalpine Fir - Scrub Birch Forested 

Not much in the way of foods, high cover 
of scrub birch and willow. Assumed food 
loss in serals 2 and 4 because of pole 
sapling pine and aspen. Succession on 
generic: 454544 

4 or 5 

FBc 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments. 

Minus 1 for coarse soils - expect this 
takes out what little value the unit has. 5 

FBm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist soils - thinking of 
crowberry, soopolallie: 353533 3 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

FBn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Same as generic: assumed relatively the 
same (low) food production on north 
facing. 

4 or 5 

FBs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Assumed (plus 1) benefit of south facing 
for all seral stages (old growth canopy 
described as "relatively open"): 353533 

3 to 5 

FBu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic: 454544 (rare) 4 or 5 

FP* Engelmann Spruce - Subalpine Fir Parkland 

Interspersed meadow units have several 
food species, VACCOVA in understory of 
forested areas. Succession on generic: 
1331 except for drier subzones (xv, dv 
and dc): 2332 

1 to 3 

FPl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils: 2442 except for 
drier subzones: 3443 2 to 4 

FPn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing in old growth 
only (i.e. The forested component the 
only one with berries): 2443, 3443 in drier 
subzones 

2 to 4 

FPs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); 

Plus 1 for south facing: 1331 except for 
drier subzones: 2332 1 to 3 

FPu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic for upper elevations: 
1331 except for drier subzones 2332 1 to 3 

FR* Amabilis Fir - Western Hemlock 

Most common coastal unit. Typically 
good after clear cutting, poor in closed 
canopy, ok as old growth. Succession on 
generic: 253533 except in OUFCHWvm2 
(envision dry rocky island unit: 254544 

2 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

FRc 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments. 

Minus 1 for coarse soils: 354544 3 to 5 

FRl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils: 354544, worse 
in OUFCWHvm2: 454544 3 to 5 

FRm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist soils in old growth - good 
possibility of devil's club: 253532 except 
for OUFCWHvm2: 354543 

2 to 5 

FRn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 354544 except 
OUFCWHvm2: 454544 3 to 5 

FRs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Same as generic: 253533 except 
OUFCWHvm2: 454544. Arguable that 
maybe the south facing should give the 
unit a plus 1 where Vaccinium concerned 
but coastal model has bears fishing over 
eating blueberries even if true that south 
facing has more fruit. 

2 to 5 

FRu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic: 253533 2 to 5 

FS Fast Perennial Stream Suppose they may swim or cool off in 
them sometime…. 6 

GB Gravel Bar Fishing from this unit captured by Salmon 
Biomass 6 

GL Glacier Glaciers always 6 6 

HB Coastal Western Hemlock - Paper Birch 
Dry (Tweedsmuir Study) unit with few 
bear foods. Succession on generic (there 
are no modifiers): 353544 

3 to 5 

HL* Coastal Western Hemlock - Lodgepole Pine 

Basically the CWH02 or CWH03 
ecosystems or PL Bear Habitat Unit. A 
few foods (crowberry, VACCALA, salal, 
but low cover. No generic unit, either 
coarse or shallow soils (c, l): 454544 

4 or 5 

HP* Mountain Hemlock Parkland Succession on generic: 3443, except in 
HEL CWHwh1: 3444 3 or 4 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

HPl, n 

l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth); n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils and north facing 
in old growth: 3444 (assume some 
herbaceous foods in early seral) 

3 or 4 

HPs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); 

Plus 1 for south facing: 2443 (assume 
some berry benefit, warmer = earlier 
snow free 

2 to 4 

HS* Western Hemlock - Sitka Spruce 
Succession on generic: 353533 - good 
food when clearcut, tight canopy in mid 
seral, some foods in old growth 

3 to 5 

HSl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils in old growth: 
353534 3 to 5 

HSm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist: 253533 (some potential 
for devil's club) 2 to 5 

HSn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing in old growth: 
353534 3 to 5 

HSs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing: 253533 2 to 5 

IS* Interior Western Hemlock - Douglas-fir Succession on generic: 2553 - good food 
production, except in mid seral 2 to 5 

ISm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist: 2552 (potential for skunk 
cabbage) 2 to 5 

ISn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 3554 3 to 5 

ISs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing: 2552 (hoping all 
that fruit delivers) 2 to 5 
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LP* Lodgepole Pine 

Poor nutrient, dry coarse soils, few foods. 
Succession on generic: 455555 NOTE: 
LOOKS LIKE SEVERAL ERRORS IN 
BEI FILE: SHOULD THERE BE 
DECIDUOUS SERALS? SHOULD 
THERE BE OLDGROWTH? 

4 or 5 

LPc, l, n 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; l = shallow 
(lithic) soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered shallow to bedrock (0 - 
100 cm depth); n = cool (northerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep to 
steep slopes (slope gradient > 25%) which 
have a cool, northerly or easterly aspect (285 
to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for coarse and shallow soils and 
north facing: all 5's 5 

LPs, t 

t = moderate, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep 
slopes (slope gradient between 25% and 
35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Same as generic: 455555 - may be 
missing some soopolallie, but not much 
else 

4 or 5 

ME* Meadow 

Unable to discriminate between alkaline 
and non-alkaline except by looking at 
zone. ICH, CWH and SBS assumed to 
have some sedge feeding so given 2's. 
Rest assigned 3's. 

2 or 3 

MF* Mountain Hemlock - Amabilis Fir 

Although early seral can be dominated by 
shrubs, berry production not high (late 
snowmelt?): Succession on generic: 
3554. Minus 1 in early for OUF and HEL 
MHwh: 4554 - Note: oldgrowth unit is 
higher for black bears for late summer 
Vaccinium (grizzly bears don't have this 
pattern, fishing instead) 

3 to 5 

MFl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils in early seral: 
4554 4 or 5 

MFm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average Plus 1 for moist: 3554 3 to 5 

MFn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: already low 
berry production goes lower on north 
facing: 4554 

4 or 5 
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MFs, t 

t = moderate, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep 
slopes (slope gradient between 25% and 
35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing for both early and 
old growth: 3553, except for HELMHwh1: 
4554 

3 to 5 

MFu 

u = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic: 3554 3 to 5 

MI Mine All mines are 6 6 

MS* Montane Shrub/Grassland 

Some potential for Saskatoon and rose 
feeding in fall, grass grazing in spring, 
but not much food (or cover). Mostly 4, 
but given 3 in CWH and SBS. 

3 or 4 

OW Shallow Open water Open water - rated like LS and LL - all 8's 8 

PP* Ponderosa Pine 

Didn't see any point in rating any of the 
PP's better than 5's. Maybe historically, 
when we had grassland-oriented 
grizzlies, but not now. 

5 

PR* White Spruce - Balsam Poplar Riparian 
Typical provincial riparian pattern: 
132322 - assumed both spring and fall 
forage (horsetails, cranberry, dogwood). 

1 to 3 

RB* Western Redcedar - Paper Birch 

Some moderate forage value in early, 
deciduous and old growth in ICH (NOTE: 
bump this one down if found in IDF in 
some future project. Succession on 
generic: 353533 

3 to 5 

RBn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 454544 4 or 5 

RD* Western Redcedar - Douglas-fir 

Described as having dense canopy at old 
growth. Succession on generic: 354544 
(NOTE: consider bumping this one up in 
ICH in some future project). 

3 to 5 

RDc, l 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; l = shallow 
(lithic) soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered shallow to bedrock (0 - 
100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for coarse and shallow soils: 
454544 4 or 5 

RDm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Plus 1 for moist (listed as even having 
potential for Devil's club and lady fern in 
IDF on moist sites): 353533 

3 to 5 

RDn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 454544 4 or 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

RDs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Would be better in ICH as old growth, but 
only slight improvement in IDF for south 
facing: 353534 

3 to 5 

RE Reservoir Reservoir - all 8's 8 
RO* Rock Outcrop Rock is all 6's 6 

RR* Western Redcedar - Black Cottonwood 
Riparian 

Beauty floodplain unit: 132321 (bumped 
up oldgrowth to 1 because of devil's club) 1 to 3 

RS* Western Redcedar Swamp 
Unusual pattern but makes sense 
because of skunk cabbage. Succession 
on generic: 232321 

1 to 3 

SD* Spruce - Douglas-fir Too dry to be much good, even when in 
SBS. Succession on generic: 454544 4 to 5 

SDc, n 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Same as generic for coarse soils and 
north facing: 454544 4 to 5 

SDs 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees). 

Would have bumped up (slightly) but all 
south facing in PAR ecosection (NFG). 
Kept same as generic: 454544 

4 to 5 

SF* White Spruce - Subalpine Fir 

Some good forage potential in early 
seral, tight canopy in mid seral (pine), 
okay understory in old growth. 
Succession on generic: 353534 

3 to 5 

SFc, l 

c = coarse-textured soils ecosystems occur 
over coarse-textured soils, including sandy 
loam, loamy 
sand and sand textures; fine matrix with over 
70% coarse fragments and medium matrix 
with > 35% coarse fragments; l = shallow 
(lithic) soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered shallow to bedrock (0 - 
100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for coarse and shallow soils: 
454544 4 or 5 

SFm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Major food producer on moist sites: 
253532 (deciduous looks rare, not 
described) 

2 to 5 

SFn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 454544 4 to 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

SFs, t 

t = moderate, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on moderately steep 
slopes (slope gradient between 25% and 
35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing in old growth: 
353533 3 to 5 

SG* Subalpine Grassland 
All 3's - partly because of potential for 
spring grass grazing (Minus 1 for shallow 
soils) 

3 or 4 

SL* Subboreal White Spruce - Lodgepole Pine 

Difficult to rate because of wide variety, 
wide distribution. Regardless, looks good 
for early and deciduous, with mostly tight 
closure for mid seral (pine, although not 
as prevalent in other units), ok for old 
growth. Succession on generic: 353534 
except kept 3 for old growth in SBSmc 
(assumed wetter subzone would be 
somewhat like moist sites): 353533 

3 to 5 

SLc, l 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth). 

Minus 1 for coarse and shallow soils. 
Likely on the low side of 4, but didn't 
think it warranted reduction to a 5, even 
at old growth: 454544 

4 or 5 

SLf 
f  = fine-textured soils ecosystems occur over 
fine-textured soils, including heavy clay, silty 
clay, clay and sandy clay textures. 

Same as generic, rare. 3 to 5 

SLm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average Plus 1 for moist: 353533 3 to 5 

SLn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 454544 (most of 
foods listed are berries) 4 to 5 

SLs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing: 353533 (may be 
pushing it for IDF, MS and SBPS but they 
do have some berries in their 
descriptions). 

3 to 5 

SM* Subalpine Meadow 

Normally 1's except for in MH and SWB 
zone (2's there). MH telemetry indicates 
not that high and SWB overall lower 
potential. Land area also seems high in 
SWB in comparison to other zones. 

1 or 2 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

SMn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing (assumed slower
snowmelt, fewer forbs, more heather) 2 or 3 

SMs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing - brings MH and 
SWB up to 1's. 1 

SP Slow Perennial Stream Slow perennial streams - all 8 8 

SR* Sitka Spruce - Black Cottonwood Riparian Succession on generic: 132321 1 to 3 

SS Big Sagebrush Shrub/Grassland No grizzlies adapted to Big 
Sagebrush/Grassland left in BC - all 6's 6 

SU* Subalpine Shrub/Grassland 
Tulsequah gave us our experiences with 
this one 3 in ESSF and SBS, 4 in SWB, 
MH and BWBS 

3 or 4 

TA Talus Talus - all 6 6 
UR Urban Urban - all 6 6 
UV Unvegetated Unvegetated  

WB* Subalpine Fir - Mountain Hemlock Wet 
Parkland 

Succession on generic: 2442 (assumes 
pine nut feeding) 2 or 4 

WBl, n 

l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth); n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils and north 
facing: 3443 (note scarcity of this on 
north facing vs. south facing 

3 or 4 

WBs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Same as generic: 2442 (didn't think fruit 
or forbs would jump this to class 1 (may 
on occasion?) 

2 or 4 

WL* Wetland Rated 1's in CWH and ICH and SBSmc, 
2's in remainder of zones 1 or 2 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

WP* Subalpine fir - Mountain Hemlock Wet 
Parkland 

Some fruit and lots of Sitka valerian, wet 
subzones of ESSF. Succession on 
generic: 1332 (Actually suspect that this 
unit doesn't have much succession in it 
(i.e. natural disturbance only). Similar unit 
to FP, but with hemlock, assumed just 
slightly less valuable. 

1 to 3 

WPl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth) 

Minus 1 for shallow soils: 2443 2 or 4 

WPm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average Same as generic: 1332 1 to 3 

WPn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for north facing: 2443 2 to 3 

WPs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Same as generic: 1332 (perhaps some 
increase in berry supply but not all the 
way to a 1 in old growth) 

1 to 3 

WPu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Slight drop for upper slopes from generic: 
2332 2 or 3 

WR* Hybrid White Spruce - Black Cottonwood 
Riparian 

Another of the riparian group, perhaps 
not as valuable as others. Succession on 
generic: 132321 except in IDF, MS and 
SBPS: 232322 

1 to 3 

YB* Yellow-cedar Bog Forest 
Bog forest on outer coast. Succession on 
generic: 4554 except for OUFCWHvm1 - 
not much else out there: 3553 

3 to 5 

YBl 
l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth) 

Don't understand bog forest on shallow 
soils - seems like impossible: 5555 5 

YBm m = moist soils ecosystems occur where the 
soils are considered wetter than average 

Similarly, don't understand the concept of 
a moist bog. Same as generic: 4554 4 or 5 

YBn 

n = cool (northerly) aspect ecosystems occur 
on moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Same as generic: 4554 4 or 5 
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Broad Ecosystem Unit Description Notes Ratings 

YBs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Would have been plus 1 for south facing 
in other Ecosections, but all the south 
facing occurs in the HEL: same as 
generic: 4554 

4 or 5 

YM* Yellow-cedar - Mountain Hemlock Some foods, but generally low value. 
Succession on generic: 4554 4 or 5 

YMl, n 

l = shallow (lithic) soils ecosystems occur 
where the soils are considered shallow to 
bedrock (0 - 100 cm depth); n = cool 
(northerly) aspect ecosystems occur on 
moderately steep to steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 25%) which have a cool, northerly 
or easterly aspect (285 to 135 degrees). 

Minus 1 for shallow soils and north facing 
in old growth: 4555 4 or 5 

YMs, t 

s = steep, warm (southerly) aspect 
ecosystems occur on steep slopes (slope 
gradient > 35%) which have a warm, 
southerly or westerly aspect (135 to 285 
degrees); t = moderate, warm (southerly) 
aspect ecosystems occur on moderately 
steep slopes (slope gradient between 25% 
and 35%) which have a warm, southerly or 
westerly aspect (135 to 285 degrees). 

Plus 1 for south facing in early but can't 
rate any higher than 4 for the MHwh1 - 
just don't see that unit as offering much 
to grizzly bears: 3554 

3 to 5 

YMu 

U = upper elevation, gentle slope limited to 
upper elevation forested ecosystems, that 
have slope gradients 
which are >3% and <15%. 

Same as generic: 4554 4 to 5 

YS* Yellow-cedar Skunk Cabbage Swamp Forest

Although skunk cabbage present, this is 
the outer coast, high elevation unit. Some 
berry value. Succession on generic 
(although suspect succession very rare): 
3554 

3 to 5 
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1.1.2.3 Summary of focal species models reviewer comments 
1.1.2.3.1 Marbled Murrelet  

 
1. The reliability of the model is good at a large scale (1:250,000) for locating general areas of 

MAMU habitat concentration. However, more accurate location of good habitat would 
probably require air photos and or aerial surveys.  Run 1 and Run 2 together could be 
used to get a rough idea of the distribution of suitable habitat. Run 1 does a better job of 
capturing potential habitat than does Run 2. For the purposes of habitat designation on 
the ground the model should be used as a first step and then ultimately confirmed. 

 
2. The original parameters excluded the 0.5 km buffer from the seashore. Due to steep 

topography, along the coastal fjords this may not be an issue, but perhaps it should be 
put back into the model for QCI.  

 
 

1.1.2.3.2 Northern Goshawk  

 
1. Have we successfully understood which habitats are most important to northern goshawks? 

 
The Coast Information Team has done a reasonable job in developing the parameters and ranking 
parameters for the goshawk nesting and foraging habitat suitability models. However, there are 
some parameters missing from the breeding habitat model and other parameters which have 
been included which could be deleted and replaced by more suitable parameters. As well, there 
are some concerns around the rankings of certain parameters and the reviewer has suggested 
new rankings, where appropriate. 
 
Nesting Model 
 

2. How much of the habitat in each of the habitat quality classes should be conserved to ensure the 
continued viability or the recovery of this species across the region?  

 
This question cannot be answered at this time. First of all, we need to determine based on the 
available habitat, nest area spacing patterns, and annual nest area occupancy rates, how 
many goshawks are likely to be breeding in these regions. These data aren't currently 
available. As well, we are unclear whether goshawks inhabiting the North Coast and Central 
Coast regions are A.g. laingi or A.g. atricapillus. If goshawks are A.g. atricapillus, recovery of 
the species may need to determine what constitutes a viable population for goshawks. As 
well, researchers are unclear how much habitat is necessary to support a breeding pair of 
goshawks. Likely, less high quality habitat is needed and more low quality habitat, but how 
much of each type is enough and when more low quality habitat doesn't add to the likelihood 
of a pair's existence, we don't know. If we knew the answers to these questions, there 
wouldn't be as much uncertainty around goshawk management throughout North America 
and Europe. I think that the formation of a Recovery Team for A.g. laingi will help us wrestle 
with some of these questions in the near future. 

 
3. Many models have identical rankings for model parameters in the North Coast and 

Central coast but these differ from QCI- why? Habitats vary among these geographic 
areas but height class, canopy closure class, and tree species should be of the same 
quality for goshawks in all three regions. 
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4. In the Species parameter why is western hemlock (Hw) not ranked as 1 in QCI? Most 

nests in the QCI occur in Hw so why isn’t it ranked as top quality? 
 
5. Elevation should be present in the nesting habitat model as this influences changes in 

forest species composition. For example, mountain hemlock (Hm) may have a great limb 
structure for nest platforms but on Vancouver Island it occurs above 900 m elevation and 
the forest above 900 m is too open and the understory is too dense for goshawks to breed 
above 900 m. So although other model parameters may give high rankings, other factors 
at certain elevations may reduce the suitability of goshawks from breeding. 
Recommendation is to include elevation classes and ranking the highest elevation class, 
lower than the other 2. 

 
6. Structural Stage may be a better indicator of breeding habitat suitability for goshawks 

than tree Height Class. In some areas, trees can be tall but have small DBH and they do 
not provide a limb structure suitable for supporting goshawk nests. Also why was Age 
Class included in the foraging model but not in the breeding model? Recommendation is 
to include it in the breeding model if structural stage information is unavailable. 

 
Foraging Model 
 

7. Unclear what Height Class adds to the foraging model that isn’t better represented by 
Age Class or Structural Stage. The parameter we’re looking for should reflect the 
structure of forests to have suitable limb structures to support large stick nests for 
goshawks. Tree height doesn’t necessarily reflect this. 

 
8. Reviewer did not agree with the rankings for the Distance from Shoreline parameter. In 

coastal Oregon, Reynolds et al. (1982) stated that dense coastal understory vegetation 
near the coast made the habitat less suitable for breeding goshawks. Not clear if this is 
similar to the North Coast, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii/QCI areas but reviewer 
doesn’t see the logic for the current rankings. Aside from understory vegetation, slope 
and subsequent forest characteristics (i.e., Canopy Closure) would be influenced by 
distance from shoreline and should be reflected in the model via these parameters rather 
than a strict distance from shoreline cutoff. Variation along coasts makes this parameter 
too limiting and it will eliminate suitable habitat. As well, we don’t have enough 
information that relates distance from shoreline to goshawk prey availability. 

 
9. The rankings for Elevation in the foraging model should be revised. On Vancouver 

Island we have located radio-tagged goshawks foraging in subalpine and alpine areas 
often, especially in the late summer during songbird migrations and in the winter (we 
presume in the winter they are hunting ptarmigan and grouse). Foraging patterns related 
to elevation may be different where snowshoe hare are a part of goshawk diets but 
reviewer expects that these alpine and subalpine habitats remain important foraging 
areas. For a year-round perspective of ranking foraging habitat, rank sub-alpine and 
alpine elevations (wherever this starts for the region) as 7 for all three regions, rather than 
5 (Central Coast and North Coast) and 2 (QCI). 

 
Literature Cited 
 
Reynolds, R. T., E. C. Meslow, and H. M. Wight.  1982.  Nesting habitat of coexisting Accipiter in 

Oregon. Journal of Wildlife Management 46:124-138. 
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1.1.2.3.3 Black-Tailed Deer  

 
1. You'd be hard pressed to eliminate deer from this ecosystem if you tried. Even if 100% of 

the forest mapped in red were to be eliminated, deer would survive. There will be fewer 
deer, there may be fewer wolves, and there will certainly be lower human harvests. The 
future "viability" of deer as a subspecies, however, is not in jeopardy. 

 
2. The Darimont et al. model used 5 variables to identify deer winter range: elevation, forest 

type, age class, volume class, and slope steepness. Aspect is conspicuously omitted, and 
this is explained by the fact that (1) aspect is "highly" correlated" with forest type, and (2) 
other variables (elevation, forest structure) are more important. Statistically speaking, one 
can't "correlate" variables that are not measured on an interval-level scale (e.g. forest 
types, names). Ecologically speaking, it is doubtful hemlock dominated forests (CWH) 
occur on just one aspect (or 2 or 3). It's not what we see in SE AK or on the QCI. Species 
composition is more a function of soil characteristics than aspect. Cedar tends to thrive 
on poorly drained soils. Spruce dominates on alluvial and colluvial soils, and hemlock 
dominates on organic soils. We might expect to see a more even-aged stand on wind-
prone southern aspects (structural differences), but not necessarily different species 
(compositional differences). As far as autocorrelation goes, reviewer would be more 
concerned about high correlation between steeper slopes and higher elevations than 
anything. Of the 5 variables listed, there is weak empirical support in the literature for 
including slope as model has. A steep south-facing slope that has good forest cover may 
have quite low-snow depths and pretty good light penetration and understory cover. 
Reviewer would not discount it completely (or that 40%) is the right cutoff point. 

 
3. One of the issues you need to settle is whether the landscape is managed for the 1 hard 

winter in 17, the average winter, or the most common (modal) winter conditions. All 3 
are different, and each will tilt you towards a slightly different winter range definition. 
What deer might prefer in a deep snow winter would probably be not as beneficial in 
mild snow winter. I'd manage for a "hardest winter in any 5" scenario. That should be 
easy enough to peg with some snowfall data. There must also be significant spatial 
variability in the severity of winters across this study area. Don't you get milder weather 
on the outer coast, and more sever weather inland? It would be nice to have different 
criteria for low, medium, and deep snow zones. On an outer island in the southern part 
of the study area, a mid-volume cedar forest might be just perfect for deer in winter. At 
the head of a mainland fiord, the few deer that make it through might depend on large 
tree stands with good canopy cover. 

 
4. Why is the model a binomial categorical model, wherein the habitat either is or isn't deer 

winter range? It would seem an easy step, and a significant enhancement, to assign some 
kind of numerical score to each of these criteria, and by combining them arithmetically, 
have a more continuous rating of the relative value of a particular piece of ground. With 
GIS capability, and many HSI or HEP models to pattern this type of thing after, it 
shouldn't be too difficult. 

 
5. In our modeling work in AK, we have found that in "low snow" areas, or in "low snow" 

years, mid-volume stands with more open canopies work well for deer. Since the region 
you are working in is further south, and presumably milder still, I would expect 
significant areas with somewhat moderately productive forests would have good 
understory development, and could serve as deer winter range. Looking at your map, I 
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suspect you've identified too much area on the mainland as important deer winter range, 
and perhaps not enough on the outer islands. But that's hard to say without seeing the 
GIS layers themselves. 

 
6. Elevation: This filter seems reasonable, as elevations of 500m often correspond with 

timberline in the region. Research on Vancouver Island, however, found heavy winter 
use of old-growth forests up to elevations of 800-900m (Jones and Bunnell 1984, Harestad 
1984); and it may be prudent to increase the filter to this elevation. If the decision is made 
to include summer range, recommendation is to remove this filter to allow higher 
elevation forests potentially used by seasonally migratory deer (see McNay & Voller 
1995) to enter the reserve base. 

 
7. Forest Type: I believe that some important subsets of coastal western hemlock forests 

may have been missed in the analysis. My own research indicated that riparian forests 
with high proportions of Sitka spruce form a distinct subtype in terms of deer forage 
value within the western hemlock-dominated old growth forest. These stands are 
characterized by high abundances of skunk cabbage and devil's club, two seasonally 
important forage items. This is a forest type that should be included within critical winter 
range, as it offers high snow interception value and high food value in late winter/early 
spring. Similarly, low-volume cedar-hemlock-salal forests are quite valuable to deer (see 
Kirchhoff & Larsen 1998) and may be missed by the model due to the CWH filter and 
minimum volume (150m2/ha) filter. 

 
8. Age class: There may be major problems associated with the age class filter. Age alone is 

a poor identifier of valuable habitat, but in SE AK, stands 121-140 years old are second 
growth seral forests resembling old growth forests in timber volume only. Some 
extremely high timber volume old growth forests resemble these second growth types 
more than they resemble productive old growth. I recommend combining the age class 
filter with an age structure (even-aged vs. uneven-aged) filter. This will allow you to 
filter out stands with an even-aged structure like that caused by clearcut logging, which 
produce little of value to deer except snow interception. Anecdotally, on my study area, 
such stands attracted deer during severe snows and may have contributed to winter 
starvation by distracting deer from old growth stands with less snow interception 
capability but much better forage availability. I recommend filtering out such stands 
because including them in the protected winter range will only inflate its apparent size 
without increasing its value to deer. From a foraging deer's perspective, such stands are 
probably best exposed to some silvicultural treatment that opens up the canopy slightly 
and perhaps reseeds important forage species (Vaccinium, Cornus, Rubus, etc.). 

 
9. Volume class:  the volume class filter should also be reconsidered. 

 
10. The upper elevation limit of 500m is far too low. Many of the highest quality deer winter 

ranges on the south coast occur in the 700-900m elevation range (lower further inland on 
the coast, but certainly not all below 500m in Region 1. 

 
11. Volume classes in the 150 to 200m3/ha are nowhere near sufficiently robust enough to 

provide adequate snow interception cover (the primary feature of forested habitats 
within coastal ungulate winter ranges). 

 
12. Gentle slopes (less than about 40% or 20 0) constitute low quality deer winter ranges in all 

areas within Region 1 that I am familiar with. 
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13. Omission of aspect as a criteria in determining DWR quality is a serious error in my mind 

(I did not at all follow the argument that during low-angle winter sun periods, aspect is 
not a good predictor of exposure in "topographically complex" areas). A key feature of 
deer winter ranges is exposure. Good exposure during the winter occurs on steep, south 
aspect sites that are unshaded by adjacent mountains. 

 
14. For age classes, I'm not sure why they identify 121-140 to >500 years. Wouldn't >121 

years be the same thing? If so, I think the age is too young. Old-growth characteristics in 
SE AK begin manifesting themselves at about 150 years, and don't reach full expression 
until about 250 years (recognizing some substantial site to site differences). I'd shoot for 
150 as the minimum age, and better yet, 200. 

 
15. For forest type, I agree that hemlock dominated stands are probably most important. But 

does the model suggest that a productive cedar-dominated stand at low elevation has no 
value in winter to deer? I don’t think one can say that. 

 
16. Volume classes are identified as 150-200 m3/ha to 850 m3/ha. Is this the equivalent of 

saying stands > 150m3/ha? I assume the general relationship we find of higher volume 
stand intercepting snow more effectively holds true in BC as well. There are 2 things to 
be aware of when you use this variable in a model. First, the ability of a stand to intercept 
snow is of no value to deer if there is no understory in the stand. I don't know what these 
high-volume stands look like, but they should also be uneven-aged old growth to have 
higher value. Verify that stands in this volume class do, indeed, provide reasonably 
abundant preferred forage. Secondly, be aware that this particular forest attribute is what 
puts deer winter range in direct conflict with logging. As such it will be intensely 
scrutinized and criticized. Make sure you clearly explain that these stands provide both 
forage and snow interception, and that's why they are important. If they provide snow 
interception but have no forage (even-aged stands), they are no good. If they provide 
snow interception and forage, but are in an area that gets little snowfall, wood volume is 
irrelevant to the deer. 

 
17. You don't mention predation in your model. Why not? I know wolves and black bears 

can alter the value and attractiveness of habitat for deer. Do wolves and bears occur in 
good numbers throughout this area? 

 
18. Model objectives: Beware, by limiting the model to critical winter range only, you are 

framing the scope of any future conservation options.  Specifically, in any debate with 
extractive industries and the government officials charged with land management, they 
will interpret your first proposed land reserve scheme as the most extreme conservation 
position.  The process of negotiation will inevitably lead to smaller reserves than found in 
your first recommendation.  In this case, preserving all critical winter range for deer is 
actually a minimally conservationist strategy, i.e., when you lose some of this reserve, 
you are actually losing a portion of the minimum requirement rather than a portion of 
the maximum “best of all possible worlds” reserve strategy.  Management for the 
minimum is the reason that most conservation efforts eventually fail to meet their 
objectives. 

 
19. Recent literature on Sitka black-tailed deer indicates that winter survival is largely 

determined by the quality of summer diets and energy requirements exceed energy 
intake throughout the winter even in the best habitats (Parker et al. 1999).  Critical winter 
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habitat may form a subset of the summer range of a deer population, but other cover 
types will also be included in the summer range (bogs, fens, non-commercial old growth 
forests, young clearcuts).  If you argue to preserve only critical winter range, the most 
you can preserve is some proportion of that range.  You will thereby lose the other 
components of summer range, taking much of the resilience out of the deer population.  
The take home message is that to preserve a deer population in the coastal temperate 
rainforest, you must preserve summer as well as winter range (or mild as well as severe 
winter range; Harestad 1985).   To map this, you would need to expand the GIS queries to 
other land cover types not in evidence in the current model. 

 
20. Have we successfully understood which winter range habitats are most important to deer? 

 
The GIS model incorporates several important identifying variables of critical winter range, 
however, I recommend consideration of others prior to finalizing the model.  Some landscape 
metrics may prove particularly valuable in a revised model.  I recommend setting criteria for 
indices of fragmentation, such as patch size or fractal dimension, to place emphasis on preserving 
large, contiguous tracts of old growth over the numerous isolated patches that commonly occur 
in a logged landscape.  These fragmented pockets of winter range will support some deer, but not 
as many as a large contiguous tract during severe winter weather.  There is also some evidence in 
Southeast Alaska that old growth leave strips in large clearcut landscapes may concentrate deer 
in winter and increase the efficiency of wolf predation on deer. 
 

21. Have we successfully translated those important seasonal habitat descriptions into GIS queries, 
given the limitations of the environmental data that we have to use? 

 
It appears, based only on the model output and subject to the general caveats described above, 
that the GIS queries have identified areas of landscape that pass all of the filters. I am concerned 
that the model output appears to exclude several large, coastal areas in settings that typically 
produce high volume old growth forest in Southeast Alaska.  This may be due to prior logging 
activity, but I cannot tell from the data provided.  Examples of this phenomenon can be seen on 
Banks Island, Aristazabal Island, and particularly around Cape Caution, where there appears to 
be a boundary generated by political rather than physiographic considerations. 
 

22. How much of the habitat in each of the habitat quality classes should be conserved to ensure the 
continued viability or the recovery of this species across the region? 

 
As you point out, this is a difficult question, and the answer depends largely on how the deer 
population is performing given the current land base.  Realistically, deer will probably persist on 
the landscape (i.e., viable population) no matter what you do to the forests.  Forest management 
decisions will affect the health and size of that population rather than its probability of 
persistence.  If preservation of the status quo in terms of deer population size and performance 
(rate of increase, proportion of fawns, proportion of females) is the desired goal, no further loss 
should be permitted.  If some smaller proportion of the current deer population is acceptable, 
then some habitat losses can be sustained.  Loss of critical winter range will manifest itself first in 
a failure of recruitment due to fawn starvation. We documented this on a study site in Southeast 
Alaska where deer were still presumably below carrying capacity on a landscape scale.  Due to 
the limited dispersal of deer from natal areas however, significant fawn starvation occurred 
annually in areas dominated by advanced second growth (30-75 years old).  This highlights a 
major problem you will face trying to maintain deer populations in the face of logging pressure: 
deer distribution has a historical component and preserving prime habitat without attention to 
historical use may not result in proportionate benefits to the deer population.  Because of this, I 
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would recommend that for any deer population goal, you try to maintain all critical winter range 
not overlapping with the timber harvest land base.  Within the timber harvest land base, any 
large contiguous tracts larger than about 80 ha (approximate mean 95% home range size of adults 
in Southeast Alaska) should receive highest priority for preservation. 
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1.1.2.3.4 Mountain Goat 

 
1. I feel that the modeling work done recently in Skeena has shown that models are a good 

starting point, provided there is verification of the algorithms used. They also provide a 
means of stratifying survey effort and are a key component of managing such a huge 
land base. They are only part of the puzzle though. Field verification remains an issue, 
esp. given the expense of flying extensive areas and the very low sightability of goats (as 
low as 30% of goats are actually sighted during helicopter surveys based on telemetry 
work done by Laurence Turney, Kim Brunt and others). Further, if goats are not sighted 
on a particular day, does that mean highly suitable habitat shouldn't be protected? The 
variable quality of the data is also an issue - there have been many surveys but for much 
of the Region only anecdotal data is available.  

 
2. It is difficult to know how much habitat to include in an analysis without a measure of 

current habitat suitability. Some habitat identified by the model, if harvested recently, 
might not produce suitable winter range for >100 years (Fox et al. 1989). 

 
3. Pollard (2002) suggests 50-65 degree slopes, with no use <25 or > 65. The model uses > 30 

degrees. There should be some explanation about how different estimates from different 
studies were used to derive model parameters. 

 
4. Key concern is the lack of information on how the detailed assessment work (e.g. Pollard 

2002) is being integrated with the model outputs.      
 

5. Details of the forest cover attributes that were queried to determine forested habitats and 
those that were defined as summer habitats would also be helpful. 

 
6. Although it is a relatively simple model, details on the results of the netdowns due to 

eliminating areas <1 ha, further than 400m from forest, and further than 1 km from 
summer habitats should be presented to help understand the process. 

 
7. One habitat elimination that was found to be important in the model developed by 

Turney (2003) was the removal of steep, glacier habitats, using the TRIM attributes for 
glacier and ice fields. The model may benefit from a similar habitat elimination. 

 
8. Maintain the entire area identified as goat winter range, although not necessarily as a 

system of reserves. "Critical" winter ranges (i.e., those areas used in severe winter 
conditions) should probably be reserves, but resource extraction in other winter range 
areas could be allowed as long as cover constraints, as well as access and timing 
restrictions enforced. For example, there should be a strong commitment to maintain all 
of the winter range used in the most severe winter conditions; however, "mild" winter 
range is probably more extensive and can probably accommodate more impacts. 

 
9. Incorporate geographic stratification to recognize different snow conditions. Mountain 

goat use of winter range is almost completely dependent on snow conditions - which 
probably varies along the north-south axis of the study area and as one moves inland 
from areas with the strongest coastal influence. Suggests that winter ranges are more 
restricted in northern and inland areas with deeper snows - i.e. winter ranges would be 
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more strongly SW-facing and steeper. Some broad biogeoclimatic stratification of 
parameters might refine the model. 

 
10. Is it reasonable to assume that the highest elevation forests adjacent to escape terrain 

constitute winter range throughout the project area? Would snow loads not prevent these 
areas from being used, at least in some parts of the project area with the deepest snows? 

 
11. The overlap between MSRM's winter range mapping and the results of the model could 

provide additional information. The degree to which the 2 coverages overlap is not the 
important question, the real issue is the degree to which the model captures the same 
areas where more detailed mapping is available. In these areas is the model too 
conservative, capturing large areas that are not winter range habitat? Is there information 
that can be used from the overlap analysis to revise the model parameters?   

 
12. Forest cover mapping is inadequate to capture the cover and foraging requirements of 

wintering mountain goats. There is much forage, and in many cases adequate cover, that 
is missed in forest cover mapping. There is not much that can be done about this (other 
than relaxing the <400m rule); however, this and other limitations of the model should be 
clearly outlined in the report. 

 
13. Habitat connectivity not dealt with explicitly in model. Probable that the greatest threat 

to mountain goats is the isolation of otherwise suitable habitat, through industrial 
activity and related disturbance. This reduces dispersal and genetic exchange between 
herds, leading to increased risk of local extinctions due to stochastic events. The largest 
seasonal movements and dispersal events do not occur in winter; however, the winter 
range mapping is implicitly tied to a summer range model, where connectivity should be 
explicitly considered. 

 
14. A large proportion of used mountain goat habitat is required to ensure the long-term 

viability of the species. Where assessments have been completed, and where there are 
known mountain goat populations of <50 animals = conservation of 100% of high value 
habitat. Where no assessment information is available on mountain goat use, the size of 
the mountain goat populations that may be using the area is likely related to the amount 
of high value habitats and the isolation of those habitats from others. High value habitats 
that are more than 10 km from other high value habitats have a high probability of being 
isolated due to a low probability that mountain goats will move across unsuitable terrain 
to reach that habitat. This isolation distance of 10 km is an estimate based on known 
dispersal information from Stevens (1983) and distances from known goat use areas in 
the Morice and Lakes Forest Districts separated by non-suitable habitats (see Turney et 
al. 2001, 2002 and Mahon et al. 2003). High value habitat areas less than 10,000 ha that are 
isolated should be conserved 100%, while areas larger than 10,000 ha should have 70-90% 
of the high value habitat conserved. 

 
15. Query the existing assessed habitat mapping for attributes such as slope, aspect, and 

elevation and obtain the range and frequency (# grid cells) of those attributes. Using this 
range and frequency information, the model could be rebuilt and rerun. Use a Habitat 
Suitability Index (HSI) (USFWS 1981) methodology as has been done for a number of 
other mountain goat habitat models (e.g. Reid et al. 2002, Turney 2003, and Keim in 
prep.). Using an HSI methodology, habitat attributes are rated and then combined using 
a mathematical formula to obtain an index of habitat suitability, usually ranging from 0 
to 1, with an index of 0 indicating no suitability and 1 indicating high suitability. Habitat 
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attributes could be rated based on the range and frequency of the attributes and then a 
model equation developed. An example model equation that takes into account the 
relative importance of the habitat attributes to mountain goats could be: HSI value = 
(Slope Rating x 0.6) + (Aspect Rating x 0.2) + (Elevation Rating x 0.2). Other examples of 
mountain goat HSI equations for more attribute variables can be found in Reid et al. 
(2002), Turney (2003) and Keim (in prep.). Using the HSI approach also allows for the 
relative rating of the suitability based on the value of the habitat attributes and allows for 
differential selection of suitable habitats for conservation. It should be noted however, 
that using an HSI approach might require a number of iterations and changes to the HSI 
equation to ensure that the model adequately captures the assessed habitat mapping 
values. A suggested accuracy measure could be that the HSI model captures 90% of the 
assessed habitat map area. 

 
16. Available information and personal observations do not support the assumption 

regarding the elimination of winter areas that are >1km from summer to winter habitats. 
Several authors (e.g. Russell 1974, Schoen and Kirchhoff 1982, Stevens 1983, Taylor 2002) 
have shown that movements from summer to winter habitats can range from 3 to 10 km 
depending on the complexity and continuity of steep habitats in the area. Movements are 
commonly along the tops of steep habitats, using well-established trails (Russell 1974), 
but trails can cross valleys (Turney pers. obs.). Based on the range of movements possible 
from summer to winter habitats, it is unclear if this variable needs to be accounted for in 
the model at all. The use of a 1 km buffer from summer habitats is likely too small and a 
larger buffer of perhaps 6 km may be more reasonable. This may be adding un-necessary 
complexity to the model however, and an assessment should be completed of the amount 
of habitat actually eliminated. 

 
17. Although southerly aspects are preferred by mountain goats during the winter, northern 

aspect habitats are used by mountain goats (e.g. Schoen et al. 1980, Smith 1986, Blume et 
al. 2003, Turney et al. 2003) ranging from 25% to 100% of available radio-telemetry 
locations during the winter. Using southerly aspects only has the potential to miss critical 
winter habitats for some parts of the coast and/or for some mountain goat populations. 
Use of an HSI model approach that rates southern aspects higher (higher likelihood of 
use) than northern aspects would ensure that a proportion of steep, northern habitats 
would be rated suitable habitats, allowing for their conservation. A review of the 
frequency distribution of the assessed habitat mapping may provide insight into the 
appropriate rating values for south and north aspects. 

 
18. Although a large portion of the literature indicates that mountain goats are commonly 

using forested rocky cliffs in coastal habitats, there are also a number of studies that 
indicate non-forested cliffs and high elevation alpine areas are also used. The use of 
upper elevations and alpine habitats is limited to areas away from the coast, but likely 
within the study area of the model. For example, Hebert and Turnbull (1977) summarize 
a number of studies and observations indicating that alpine use occurs in areas that are 
>50km from the ocean. Other authors that have indicated alpine use in coastal habitats 
include Schoen et al. (1980), Schoen and Kirchhoff (1982). Although these alpine habitats 
are not under threat by forest harvesting activities, they do provide source populations 
and should be included as a category of potential mountain goat winter habitat to 
provide a complete picture of potential winter habitats in the study area. By limiting 
winter habitats to those within 400m of forested areas, it is possible that portions of these 
habitats are being missed. It is unclear how much habitat was eliminated by using this 
rule and it may not be necessary if the amount of habitat eliminated was low (e.g. <10% 
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of total). To capture alpine and sub-alpine habitats that could be used away from coastal 
areas, a 50km buffer would have suitable habitats in the alpine rated nil, while those 
below alpine and outside the 50 km buffer would be rated according to the slope, aspect, 
and elevation criteria. 

 
19. Some recent studies not covered in Pollard (2002), provide some additional information 

around coastal mountain goats and include a Masters thesis using GPS collars (Taylor 
2002) and a winter habitat inventory project on the Sunshine Coast (Gordon and Russell 
2000a and 2000b). Other work that has been completed on the assessment and modeling 
of mountain goat habitats which could provide information on coastal habitats and use 
include Keim (in prep.), Blume et al. (2003), Turney et al. (2003), Turney (2003), Mahon et 
al. (2003), and Reid et al. (2002). 

 
20. The map based on the results of the model show extensive potential habitat throughout 

the mainland portions of the CIT study area, although it was noted that there was no 
mountain goat winter habitat mapped in portions of the CIT study area. For example, 
there was no habitat mapped in the Kalum and Nass Forest Districts in the northern 
portion, and Tweedsmuir Park and Knight Inlet in the Central Coast area, although I am 
aware of high value potential habitats in those areas. It was not apparent in the report or 
on the map if this was due to a lack of data or a decision to limit analysis to specific forest 
districts within the CIT study area. When comparing the assessed habitat map (based on 
GIS models and air photo/aerial assessments) and model habitat map (based on GIS 
model only), it was apparent that the model habitat map delimited significantly more 
habitat than the assessed habitat mapping. This is similar to the results of many 
mountain goat habitat assessments and models (e.g. Turney et al. 2001 and 2002, Reid et 
al. 2002, Pollard 2002, and Turney 20003). In all of these modeling exercises, attempts 
were made to refine the models through modifications of the model algorithms using air 
photo interpretation and field information or use the model as a basis for modification 
through field assessment. To be effective it is important that the model habitats capture 
the range of potential habitats actually on the landscape and correspond to the assessed 
habitat mapping where it exists. Based on a visual review of the mapping it appears that 
areas of assessed habitat were not captured in the model habitat areas, indicating a 
potential flaw in the model assumptions or implementation. To be effective, the model 
must address both the issues of over-estimation of potential habitat and the under-
estimation of assessed habitat. 

 
21. Overall, the viability of mountain goat populations is related to the size of the available 

habitat area and the isolation of those habitat areas from each other. Coastal mountain 
goat populations are commonly smaller and more geographically isolated than interior 
populations (Hebert and Turnbull 1977) and all mountain goats are closely associated 
with steep, rugged terrain, which is a limited, non-mobile, and non-renewable habitat 
feature. The long-term viability of these small, isolated populations of mountain goats is 
potentially very low as they are very susceptible to extirpation due to environmental 
factors such as severe weather or disease as well as human disturbance and over-hunting 
(Caughley and Gunn 1996). Mountain goats are known to have very high mortality rates 
and low reproduction rates due to the harsh conditions where they live (Smith 1988, 
Festa-Bianchet et al. 1994). As well, small populations (e.g. <50 animals) are very 
susceptible to over-harvesting (Cote et al. 2001). Recent modeling of small mountain goat 
populations indicates that removal of 1 female per year (due to hunting or added stress 
due to lack of forage) from a population of 25 animals would cause the loss of that 
population within 30 years (Hatter 2002). 
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22. Model appears to identify far more potential or actual critical winter range habitat than 

truly exists out there and should be fine-tuned to more accurately reflect GWR capability. 
Unless this is done, there is far too much habitat identified that would never qualify as 
GWR, thus undermining the validity of the model as a reasonable predictor of GWR 
capability. 

 
23. While escape terrain forms a key aspect of mountain goat winter habitat, this feature 

alone does not define winter habitat capability. As with all coastal ungulates, the 
availability of forested habitats capable of providing suitable snow interception cover is 
critical to mountain goats. A coastal goat study identifying selection for habitats adjacent 
to escape terrain with the following attributes: southerly aspects, old-growth western 
hemlock (leading species) moderate volume forests, elevations from 600-1200m and 
slopes between 40 and 60o.  While the slope and aspect issues are addressed in the CIT 
model, inclusion of some kind of elevation and forest over storey criteria would assist in 
narrowing the amount of habitats identified to more accurately reflect true critical winter 
range availability. 

 
24. The report should reference Shackleton (1999) for relevant life history information. It is 

considered the most current authority on mountain goats in BC compared to references 
provided in the text.  

25. Identifying winter range <1 km from summer range seems restrictive. Fox et al. (1989) 
reported mean distances of 2.9 and 2.2 km between summer and winter activity centres 
for male and female goats, respectively, based on Schoen and Kirchhoff (1982). They also 
reported annual home ranges of 10-20 km2 in southeast Alaska. This suggests that 
mountain goats regularly move >1 km between summer and winter ranges. It may be 
that goats in the project area move shorter distances between summer and winter ranges 
than goats elsewhere, but the claim needs to be supported by more evidence than is 
provided in the report. 

26. I suggest that there could be some geographic stratification incorporated into the model. 
Clearly, mountain goat use of winter range is almost completely dependent on snow 
conditions. I suspect that snow conditions vary along the north-south axis of the study 
area, and also as one moves inland from areas with the strongest coastal influence. I 
expect that winter range areas would be more restricted in northern and inland areas 
with deeper snows (i.e., winter ranges would be more strongly southwest-facing and 
steeper). Some broad biogeoclimatic stratification of parameters might refine the model. 

27. Mountain goats trade-off foraging opportunities and predation risk by staying as high 
and as isolated as they can while maintaining access to adequate forage. Unlike interior 
populations that can move to high-elevation, wind-swept areas with exposed food, deep 
snow conditions at high elevations on the coast force goats lower; sometime to sea level. I 
wonder whether it is reasonable to assume that the highest elevation forests adjacent to 
escape terrain constitute winter range throughout the project area. Would not snow loads 
prevent these areas from being used, at least in some parts of the project area with the 
deepest snows? 

28. Winter range was defined as escape terrain <400 m from any forested habitat, and 
forested areas <400 m from escape terrain were considered winter range. If the forested 
habitat was 100 m from escape terrain, does that mean the winter range included a 300 m 
buffer of forest, and if the forested habitat was 300 m from escape terrain that a 100 m 
forest buffer was included? Or did all winter range areas include a 400 m forested buffer, 
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even if they were up to 400 m from escape terrain? The width of the forested buffer will 
have the strongest influence on the economic (e.g., forest harvesting) and social (e.g., 
access) costs of maintaining mountain goat winter range; therefore, the rules and 
literature/data used to derive this buffer need to be explicit. 

29. The backgrounder on CIT makes specific reference to habitat connectivity for focal 
species, yet this is not dealt with explicitly in the model. I suspect that the greatest threat 
to mountain goats is the isolation of otherwise suitable habitat, through industrial 
activity and related disturbance. This reduces dispersal and genetic exchange between 
herds, leading to increased risk of local extinctions due to stochastic events. The largest 
seasonal movements and dispersal events do not occur in winter; however, the winter 
range mapping is implicitly tied to a summer range model, where connectivity should be 
explicitly considered. 

30. The overlap between MSRM’s winter range mapping and the results of the model could 
provide additional information. The degree to which the 2 coverages overlap is not the 
important question. The real issue is the degree to which the model captures the same 
areas where more detailed mapping is available. In these areas is the model too 
conservative, capturing large areas that are not winter range habitat? Is there information 
that can be used from the overlap analysis to revise the model parameters? 

 
31. We need a sense of how conservative the model is, based on additional analyses of the 

overlap between model results and existing MSRM maps. 
 

32. There needs to be a better definition of what the model is trying to capture. For example, 
there should be a strong commitment to maintain all of the winter range used in the most 
severe winter conditions; however, “mild” winter range is probably more extensive and 
can probably accommodate more impacts. Habitat objectives cannot be drafted without a 
clear sense of what kind of habitat the model has identified. 

 
33. It is not clear to me that habitat identified by the model should be considered “lower 

priority” than habitat identified through more extensive processes involving surveys or 
aerial photo interpretation. Priority areas in any trade-off analysis should be related to 
the importance of the habitat (even if its capability is hypothesized), rather than to gaps 
in inventory information. 

 
34. Because of British Columbia’s unique position as stewards of most of the world’s 

mountain goats, and because winter range is probably limiting, the goal should be to 
maintain the entire area identified as goat winter range, although not necessary as a 
system of reserves. “Critical” winter ranges (i.e., those areas used in severe winter 
conditions) should probably be reserves, but resource extraction in other winter range 
areas could be allowed as long as cover constraints, as well as access and timing 
restrictions were enforced.  

 
35. Identifying mountain goat winter range over an area as large as the Central and North 

Coast LRMP areas is a significant challenge. Existing data could be leveraged to improve 
the current model by introducing some geographic stratification to recognize different 
snow conditions. The model could also be tested more formally against existing mapping 
to establish a measure of confidence and perhaps a basis for refining model parameters. 

 
36. The ESA should include all winter range habitat identified by a revised model, although 

not necessary as a system of strict reserves. 
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1.1.2.3.5 Grizzly Bear  

 
1. I am very uncomfortable with the emphasis on ratings according to hypothetical bear 

densities rather than just sticking to habitat capability, suitability and habitat 
effectiveness.  This seems more an effort to re-design population estimates for the coast 
than design a bear habitat submodel to be used in a conservation analysis.  

2. The attempt to rank importance subunits for grizzly bears on the mainland and black 
bears on the island systems for focal species review is very important.  

 
3. Have the models successfully understood which habitats are most important to grizzly  bears? 

 
I cannot fully answer this question until I receive the background information on the ranking 
scores for the different habitats used as attributes to rate the Broad Ecosystem Units (BEU’s). 
From my experience, in general the best bear COMBINED habitats areas in these coastal 
ecosystems are UNDISTURBED low-mid-elevation (below 500 m) and within the CWH subzone 
variants with a combination of estuaries/beach fringes meadows, wetlands & riparian areas, old-
growth including floodplain Sitka spruce/side hill western hemlock/ bog forest types, and 
salmon runs that are readily available to bears.  Avalanche chutes are important but some we 
have sampled in the Khutze, Green, Gribbell Island have high densities of salmonberry and not a 
lot else to give them the high values of similar habitats in the interior.  A partial answer to 
Question 1 is NO.  I think the model grossly underestimates both grizzly and black bear habitat 
values in many key areas and appears to grossly over-represent them in some others.   
 
Grizzly bear habitats and key grizzly bear ecological areas 
 
For example, for grizzly bears in the north, one of the best bear valleys on the coast, the 
Khutzeymateen, appears to be represented as low (4-12) when in my opinion, it should be very 
high (60-112).  It is one of the most extensively studied bear valleys on the BC coast (McCrory and 
Mallam 1983, MacHutchon et al. 1993).  It is certainly superior to the middle Nass Valley, which 
even with high road densities netted out, still is ranked very high on the grizzly bear suitability 
map.  Additionally, some of the areas of the Khutzeymateen fiord are high value grizzly areas yet 
these come out very low.  
 
The Kwinimass appears in a higher class as do some of the watersheds off the lower Skeena 
(Exchamsiks, Kyex, Ecstall) and these appear somewhat accurate but still perhaps 
underestimated; but it is hard to imagine that with netting out road densities for the suitability 
map that severely roaded and fragmented habitats in the Terrace area, Nass Valley, Kitimat 
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Valley (including areas of the cities of Terrace and Kitimat) are still ranked the same as these 
watersheds!    
 
For grizzly bears in the south, our ground-truthed field surveys would rate the mainland salmon-
bear-old-growth, intact, mainland watersheds to the east of Princess Royal Island as very high.  
These include the Aaltanhash, Klekane-Scow Bay, Green/Carter and in particular, the Khutze.  It 
is difficult to understand how these ranked so low (4-12) when their capability values should put 
them in the very high (60-112) by any measure; particularly the Khutze which has superlative 
salmon values, one of the best estuaries on the central coast and salmon escapement of over 
100,000 fish.  Similarly, the mouth of the Green River has the largest Sitka spruce-Devil’s club 
floodplain type that I am aware of on the central coast, a brackish estuary, and very high salmon 
values yet this area came out low when it should on any scale be extremely high.  
 
Further south, the Koeye-Namu areas came out with very low values; again not supported from 
what I know of the habitat values from on the ground surveys.  
 

4. How much of the habitat in each of the habitat quality classes should be conserved to ensure the 
continued viability or the recovery of these species across the region?  

 
This is a difficult question to answer but I totally concur with conservation biologists who have 
studied this question world-wide that 50-60% of key ecological areas (not rock and ice) must be 
protected in large and small reserves, including at least 3 or more very large core carnivore 
conservation areas. 
 
In addition, the complex island systems deserve special conservation focus and attention.  It is 
actually good to finally see some focal species analysis of the complex coastal island archipelago 
for which we have so little data and ecological understanding.  Not surprising that these systems 
are beginning to show interesting genetic and evolutionary attributes that a conservation analysis 
and program must also carefully take into account (see (Ritland et al. 2003 re: Kermode bear). As 
just one example, the wide spectrum of the “outer coastal” Kermode bear gene pool must be 
amply protected in a large core carnivore conservation area, including most of Princess Royal, 
N.E. Pooley Island, Gribbell Island and much of the adjacent mainland.  Recent wolf studies by 
the Raincoast Conservation Society are showing an unusually high ratio of haplotypes on coastal 
islands and this must also be encompassed if real conservation is to ensue (Paul Paquet, pers. 
comm.).  
 

5. There are studies in AK that would provide useful information (e.g., Schoen et al. 1994. 
Habitat-capability model for brown bear in Southeast Alaska. Int. Conf. Bear Res. and 
Manag. 9;  Suring et al. 1997? Analysis of cumulative effects on brown bears on the Kenai 
Peninsula, South-central Alaska. Int. Conf. Bear Res. and Manage. 10; and recent work by 
Sean Farley on Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula using a resource selection function model.) 

 
6. Mid-seral conifer stands remain sterile (producing minimal bear forage) for sometimes 

more than a century and then they are harvested again.  The climax stage of coastal 
conifer stands has high value as foraging habitat as well as spawning and rearing habitat 
for salmon.  Care must be taken to ensure adequate protection of these climax stands. 

 
7. Based on my experience, I think reducing a 60-70% slope by 25% might be excessive, 

particularly if it is on an avalanche slope with important berries or currents in the fall.  I 
would give this a second look. 
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8. I agree with the concept here of recognizing both displacement and mortality factors 
associated with roads.  It gets messy by combining these but maybe that is the best we 
can do.  Explicitly stating that there are both factors at play is important.  Personally, I 
think the mortality factor is of much more significance in densely forested habitat than 
displacement (this may be different than the situation in Yellowstone or the Rocky 
Mountains).  Roads increase human access and mortality can increase from illegal kills, 
legal hunting, and defense of life or property (DLP) killing.  In Alaska, increasing road 
development is a particular concern with increasing bear mortality.  This is particularly 
the case on the Kenai Peninsula where both DLP and road kills are increasing.  

 
9. Not only can mortality increase in a particular area, but that site can also become a 

population sink reducing the population in adjacent areas.  This issue is a very critical 
and important issue that should be explicitly addressed in this model.  I think the author 
has made a good start on this and I generally concur with his approach but would 
recommend a more explicit statement regarding increasing mortality risk and the 
potential of population sinks. 

 
10. I suggest you reconsider risk around population centers.  In Alaska, DLP killing and 

management kills of problem bears is a significant and growing problem, often 
influenced by inadequate garbage management.   

 
11. I would suggest that some areas that have been highly developed might have lower 

priority for investing limited conservation dollars.  It seems like you would want to 
invest your limited resources in the highest value areas that have the least impacts.  Such 
areas could serve as core reserves.  Perhaps your could focus restoration efforts on 
linkage areas between core reserves.  There are any number of options here but a key 
consideration is get the biggest bang for your limited bucks and not spend resources on 
areas that are highly impaired. 
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1.1.2.3.6 Black Bear 

 
1. One obvious missing element is denning habitat.  This is a critical component for black 

bears and should be reflected in any model being used.  Foods are generally plentiful and 
not likely too restricting since bears can range extensively. However, denning habitat 
may be limiting especially in second growth forests.  Presence of deer also has an 
influence on bears – negative (loss of food resources and habitat structures) and positive 
(provision of prey items in spring fawning, adults and carrion).   

 
2. Have the models successfully understood which habitats are most important to black bears? 

 
Black bear habitats and key Black bear ecological areas 
 
I applied the same combined ground-truthed habitat attributes to some of the draft capability and 
suitability map subunits and found similar “off” discrepancies as for grizzly bear habitats and 
key ecological or “best areas”.   
 
Gribbell Island: Gribbell Island is unique in that it has about 30-50% white-phased Kermode 
bears (Ritland et al. 2003).  Having just done field surveys there, I would have ranked the island 
in the high capability value rather than the low.  It is interesting and I think contradictory that the 
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suitability model boosted the overall values to a higher category when at least three of the 
watersheds have been fairly heavily logged and roaded.  While my recent field surveys show that 
there has likely been a temporary spike in food resources in the early post-logging stages, the net 
result over a 125-year rotation period will be diminished food capability once the canopy closes 
in.  The new logging on S.E. Gribbell has blow-downs into a major riparian zone, roading 
through key avalanche paths, so to me there is a diminishment of feeding and security habitat 
rather than increased values as the suitability model suggests.  
 
Princess Royal Island: This is the one area where we have done extensive bear habitat surveys 
over a ten-year period.  The Canoona, a very key Kermode-salmon watershed ranks high in 
capability but drops to a lower value in terms of suitability even though only the lower1 km 
(Kitasoo Indian Reserve) has been logged. 
 
Our surveys showed the outer (west side) bog forests of southwest Princess Royal rank very high 
in terms of bear plant food capability.  Laredo Inlet is shown on the model maps to have high 
values on the lower east side, but the upper portions which have some of the best salmon & 
riparian old-growth valleys ranks low.  It is difficult to comprehend such a major discrepancy.  
On any scale, Laredo Inlet, with its 9+ salmon runs, extensive riparian zones along all watersheds 
(large and small) and numerous estuarine habitats – would rank very, very high.  
 
I cannot comment on Haida Gwaii except to note that is has very high values and these are likely 
warranted.  However, I would submit that many of the near-shore larger islands along the Inside 
Passage such as Princess Royal, Gribbell, Roderick-Pooley, Swindle and others have very high 
black bear values in their own right.  
 

3. In general, I have some big reservations about using the BEI/BEU as baseline data for the 
modeling exercise.  I have played a little bit with this dataset and have very little 
confidence in its use for modeling due to issues of scale and also issues of accuracy in 
representing what is on the ground.  As you are aware, a forest cover data set for all of 
Haida Gwaii is in the making and this may provide better data.  

 
4. There is an opportunity to do some cross-referencing of this model output with more 

appropriate scales of information such as TEM.  I suggest that the model output be tested 
on areas with TEM to compare outcomes and determine if the model outputs are 
reasonable given the coarseness of the data and the low confidence in data quality. 

 
5. The methodology suggests that this model increases the resolution and spatial accuracy 

of the Fuhr-Demarchi model.  I would disagree.  This effort “attempts” to increase the 
resolution and accuracy but from my perspective, looking at the outputs, it still has a 
long way to go and, due to the poor data quality, is mis-representing the landscape with 
respect to black bear habitat. 

 
6. My previous comment seems to be supported when you look at the level of detailed data 

being considered (seral stage, slope, aspect etc. and all the modifiers provided in the 
BEU). I would expect to see much more complexity in the outputs rather than the large 
areas of similar ranking.  Similarly, the salmon biomass data (which I am somewhat 
familiar with) does not seem to be reflected in the outputs (particularly for Gwaii Haanas 
which has almost no watershed boundary distinctions shown). 

 
7. With respect to salmon, it is unclear how salmon and bears relate on the landscape.  

Salmon resources are quite restricted spatially and temporally while bears are not.  A 
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small watershed basin supporting salmon may be seasonally important for bears but 
those bears likely migrate to the resource from a much larger area including adjacent 
and/or distant watershed basins.  Based on this assumption, conservation of salmon 
resources may be important but must not over-ride conservation of other critical habitats 
in the near/distant landscape, which may be more important throughout the year. How 
is this landscape aspect represented in the model? 

 
8. The DEM slope and aspect do not come through in the outputs and I am assuming that 

this is due to averaging in the algorithm used.  If you average slope and aspect over a 
large enough area (polygon size not indicated) the data becomes meaningless.  There are 
several ways to represent these data – some valid and some not - in a model but it is not 
clear how it was done.  

 
9. The influence of roads likely does work by watershed basin since basins are usually 

roaded in progression. In terms of data quality, the Haida Gwaii road network data is 
known to be of very poor quality. With respect to traffic volumes and/or roads that are 
active vs. put to bed, these are important distinctions. If they are not considered, you 
should state so in the model.  The assumptions and averages used are likely leading to 
misrepresentation although very few roads on Haida Gwaii have sufficient volumes of 
traffic flow to provide a mortality risk.  In fact, roadsides provide a good food source for 
bears in spring growth and high density of deer (fawns). Bears also use roads as travel 
corridors through dense second growth. 

 
10. It is not clear how you assigned values for watershed basins to “average” results.  Was 

each polygon queried and given a value or did you do a raster based analysis and then 
average results to the basin level?  As I stated several times already, many of the 
parameters that you have chosen are not well represented when you average them out 
and become either meaningless and/or misleading.  The complexity of the model looks 
good on paper, perhaps, but if the attributes are all averaged out the true outputs are 
really quite simple and based on very little critical data. The output maps indicate that 
this has occurred since many of the classed areas are large and show little distinction 
even at the watershed basin scale.  You have to recognize that many of the processes and 
functions being modeled work at different spatial and temporal scales – sometimes very 
different. 

 
11. In the DuGuusd area of NW Graham Island there are distinct differences between 

suitability and capability. Since this area is “undeveloped” and relatively undisturbed, 
why do these differences occur?   

 
12. Roads on Lyell Island were put to bed over 10 years ago and many are now re-vegetated.  

I don’t think it is appropriate to consider these roads active.  There are many other road 
systems with a similar albeit shorter history (Talunkwan Island for example). 

 
13. Windy Bay watershed on Lyell Island ranks lower that the rest of the island does.  It is, in 

fact, the only intact watershed on Lyell and provides superior forested habitat AND a 
sizable salmon run.  Outside of Windy Bay, much of Lyell Island is dense second growth 
less than 60 years old.  

 
14. The issue of scale is apparent on Southern Moresby Island.  Those who wish to continue 

de-foresting the rest of Haida Gwaii will be happy to see that virtually all of Gwaii 
Haanas is the highest possible quality of bear habitat.  I know this to be wrong. For the 
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most part, central Graham and northern Moresby provide superior habitat capability if 
not suitability for bears. Moresby Island is extremely complex and has many very small 
basins as a result.  Physiographic features are such that much of the island is too steep or 
often too wet.  There are pockets of good forest habitat but they are not represented in the 
outputs – nor are the salmon streams. Much of Southern Moresby is bog woodlands or 
open bog which may provide some food resources but certainly not the best quality 
habitat! 

 
15. Much of the second growth in central Graham and northeast Moresby is rated quite high 

in suitability and capability.  I would have expected a higher variance here due to the 
nature of recovery from logging that is expected.   

 
16. Burnaby Island provides superior bear habitat but is ranked relatively low. Bears have 

been observed there in abundance and there are both marine and terrestrial resources in 
abundance. Several creeks support salmon runs. 

17. Just north of Burnaby Island, Huxley Island is not classed (likely left out due to size?) but 
it is known to have bears which have been observed there during the summer. 

   
18. Virtually all of Southern Moresby is rated “highest” quality with the exception of a small 

pocket around Bigsby inlet, which is ranked, very low.  In fact, bears are known to utilize 
this area of alpine/subalpine parkland extensively. Other areas on the island are very 
poor bear habitat so I suggest there is a problem in model processing as well as in data 
quality. 

 
19. Kunghit Island is not known to support bears and is generally boggy woodlands and 

open bogs.  It is very similar in habitat to most of southern Moresby Island and yet they 
are ranked very different. 

 
20. I know the data are weak for Haida Gwaii and I am not convinced that there is sufficient 

data “strength” to generate good results at the level of resolution you are trying for.  You 
need to have a hard look at your averaging protocols and determine if generalizing 
attributes that work at different scales is the right approach to take. I have given several 
examples of how I don’t think it is working well in this case.   

 
21. Although I realize that it is “the best data available” it may not be good enough.  There 

are important decisions to be made based on this model output along with models for 
several other species and ecosystems.  I have similar cautions for these. The decision 
makers will not query the data; they will only look at the maps and likely believe them to 
be accurate representations of the landscape.  It is important to ensure that they are.   

 
22. The density ranges are one of the fundamental building blocks of the model, but because 

they are not available to the reader it is difficult to comment on whether they seem 
realistic or not.  Also, since they are a fundamental building block of the model, the 
derivation of the classes and supporting literature, etc. should be clearly presented.  As 
an example, there have only been a few attempts to estimate black bear density in coastal 
North America, so I am curious where the density classes for black bears came from. The 
density ranges for the highest quality habitats may be appropriate as they were derived 
from information from two research study areas, the Khutzeymateen Valley and the 
Flathead Valley.  However, from that starting point, a scaled progression of lower 
densities was established based on expert, but subjective opinion.  It is an acknowledged 
weakness of this density ranking scale that there were no other benchmark areas 
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available to calibrate it; especially none with lower bear densities (Hamilton and Austin 
2002, Peek et al. 2003). 

 
23. The model assumes the reader has familiarity with the provincial grizzly bear density 

estimation process, specifically Fuhr and Demarchi (1990) and Hamilton and Austin 
(2002).  I personally do, but many readers will not.  Readers should be given more details 
on these processes as well as a link to these documents on the web and full references. 

 
24. I do not understand why this model is attempting to estimate bear density rather than 

simply focusing on relative habitat capability, suitability, and effectiveness?  What 
advantages are there to taking the model farther and trying to estimate density?  I see 
several disadvantages to this approach.   

 
25. One significant assumption of the density model is “The premise behind the approach is that 

different ecological units vary in their ability to support grizzly bear food resources and that such 
variations are linked (linearly) to bear density.”  This assumption is a cornerstone of the 
model, yet there is lots of evidence in the literature to suggest it is not always true.  
Spatial limits on available habitat coupled with intraspecific and inter-specific 
competition likely also influence bear density among habitats.  This likely is particularly 
true in steep-sided, coastal valleys, especially on the north coast, that provide only 
narrow fingers or snakes of productive and well-used habitats on their valley bottoms 
and sides. However, if we assume that the stated assumption is correct, that there is a 
direct linear association between the quality of habitat and bear density, then what is the 
point of stating the results as densities when the conservation significance of different 
areas can just as easily be stated as the percentage or amount of high to nil habitat 
capability, suitability, or effectiveness?  If there is a direct linear association then why not 
stick to the basics?  Adding the density element to the model adds another layer of 
complexity that, in my mind, does not add any more real value to the model and leaves 
the model open to more criticism. 

 
26. It should be possible to modify habitat capability and suitability values associated with 

salmon availability and slope, and changes in effectiveness due to roads without having 
to tie them in with density.  Unlike estimates of relative habitat quality, distribution, and 
abundance, measures of relative density are often misconstrued by the public as “real” 
rather than relative measures for comparison.  In my mind it takes people’s mind away 
from the important conservation issues and gets them playing “numbers” games.  If, “the 
model appears to underestimate the number of grizzly bears in the study area” then why use it to 
estimate numbers? 

 
27. Mid-seral stages of forested BEU’s were ranked low but it does not indicate what stages 

are considered mid-seral.  In addition, there is no distinction made between mid-seral 
forests that resulted from natural disturbance (e.g., blow down, landslides, avalanches, 
and fire) versus those that resulted from human disturbance, specifically clear-cuts.  
These different disturbances can result in different amounts of canopy closure, which 
would have a bearing on the forests ability to produce bear forage.  That is, I expect that 
naturally disturbed areas with natural regeneration would have seral forests with more 
vertical and horizontal structure, therefore more forage in the understory versus forests 
that are regenerated with planting and intensive silviculture, therefore have less 
structure, a denser canopy, and less bear forage.  Can these potential differences be 
incorporated into the model using Forest Cover data? 
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28. At no point in the model description is there any indication that season of the year was 
considered as a model parameter.  I think that is a major oversight in the model (or 
model description) as seasonal habitat suitability seems, to me, to be more relevant to 
conservation planning than minimum or maximum capability.  Capability is a more 
artificial construct in this type of conservation planning, particularly when values are 
derived for whole watersheds, as it assumes that natural or human processes will bring 
each Ecosection, Biogeoclimatic Zone, Subzone, Variant, Phase, BEU, Modifier to some 
optimal seral stage and habitat condition simultaneously.  I don’t think this is as realistic 
as focusing on what is there now and mapping habitat suitability and effectiveness 
seasonally to ensure there is adequate representation of the yearly needs of bears across 
the landscape.  If there is to be any projection toward the future, it should be along the 
lines of the next logical step in succession (i.e., bumping each relevant unit by increments 
of one seral stage) not potential capability. 

 
29. Salmon is one food resource that is tied to specific seasons and in most rivers on the 

coast, it is not readily available in spring.  Salmon not only increases the productivity and 
density of bears that are resident in a particular valley, but they also draw bears in from 
surrounding watersheds.  So, using salmon in an annual estimate of habitat suitability 
and/or density will inflate the ratings of valleys with salmon and decrease the value of 
valleys without salmon.  However, some valleys without salmon may have habitat 
important in other seasons that may not be accounted for in the present model.  It is 
particularly difficult to understand the relevance to conservation planning of estimating 
capability assuming historic maximum salmon escapement.  I am not saying we should 
not be trying to restore salmon escapements to historic levels, only I don’t see the point of 
planning for that eventuality when it may not happen. 

 
30. Why was salmon biomass estimated rather than simply numbers of salmon by species?  

An estimation of salmon biomass as a correlate with bear density assumes that all species 
are equally available, therefore, their contribution to bears in any one watershed is 
simply the average weight for the species times its average escapement.  My experience 
with different salmon species suggests their availability to bears is tied more to species 
and numbers than biomass, per se.  That is, some species like Chinook salmon are larger, 
therefore will have more biomass than an equivalent number of, say, chum salmon, 
however, they generally spawn in deeper, faster water, therefore are less available to 
bears than chum salmon that spawn in shallower, slower moving water. 

 
31. Where did the “one/third” rule for the contribution of salmon to bear density come 

from?  Is there some supporting rationale?  Also, I do not understand how ratings 
assigned to habitat capability or suitability and associated densities were linked to 
salmon biomass nor do I understand the numeric correlation between salmon biomass 
and bear density.  How much salmon biomass per unit bear?  Once there is a baseline 
density estimate for a watershed based on BEI habitat ratings, how is rating then 
“bumped” up based on the presence of salmon? 

 
32. Where did the 25% step-down for slopes between 60-75% and the 50% step-down for 

slopes >75% come from?  Is there some supporting rationale for the specific step-down 
percentages used?  Was there any adjustment for these step-downs based on actual BEI 
ecosystem unit, e.g., avalanche chute versus forest? 

 
33. The treatment of roads in the model seems to be overly simplistic and, therefore, overly 

conservative.  Roads and the access they create is of special conservation concern for 
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most bear populations, but treating all roads the same whether it is Highway 16 between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert or a 40 year-old road overgrown with alder in Mouse creek, 
Khutzeymateen Inlet does not make sense to me. 

 
34. Where did the 25% step-down for road densities between 0.6 to 1.2 km/km2 and 50% 

step-down for road densities >1.2 km/km2 come from?  Is there some supporting 
rationale for the specific step-down percentages used? 

35. I do not understand why the black bear model was only run “west of the occupied grizzly 
bear line”? 
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2 NEARSHORE MARINE 

2.1 Technical Workshop 

On April 14 and 15, 2003, The Nature Conservancy and Nature Conservancy Canada conducted a 
workshop in Victoria, British Columbia.  The meeting was meant to be a hands-on workshop, 
where we examined existing data and developed methods for classification and mapping that 
will serve the needs of ecoregional conservation planning.1 Tasks for the workshop were to: 
 

 Review methods for conservation planning in the nearshore / marine environment, and 
discuss applicability of these methods to the coast of British Columbia. 

 Get an overview of the shore-zone data for the B.C. coast, its physical and biological 
components. 

 Review current status of shoreline data and substrate classes, and examine an aggregated 
set of classes that span multiple ecoregions (Southeast Alaska, British Columbia, 
Washington, Oregon). Discuss the integration of exposure/energy into the habitat classes 
and the role of stratification. 

 Identify key indicators in the intertidal zone that would add biological attributes to the 
substrate classes. Discuss how shore-zone data on habitat classes and calculations might 
compliment this effort. 

 Examine methods for analyzing freshwater systems in conjunction with coastal 
environments. Review current estuary data and possibilities of refining these data, 
including methods for modeling intertidal vegetation along the B.C. coast. 

 Discuss ‘cost’ parameters and identify those most applicable to the B.C. coast.  
 Discuss known “hot spots” along the B.C. coast to augment and track analysis. 

 
The “technical marine team” that attended the meeting was established to evaluate the 
ecoregional process in the context of the marine environment.  Although these experts 
participated in the meeting, they have not reviewed the initial results of the  
analysis. Participants consisted of the following people: 

 
 Brenda Bauer, Department of Fisheries & Oceans Canada 
 Carol Ogborne, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management, Decision Support 

Services 
 Dora Repard, Canadian Parks And Wilderness Society 
 John Harper, Coastal & Ocean Resources Inc. 
 Mark Zacharias, California State University Channel Islands 
 Mary Morris, Archipelago Marine Research, LTD. 
 Melody Farrell, Department of Fisheries & Oceans Canada 
 Natalie Ban, Canadian Parks And Wilderness Society 
 Pete Wills, Canadian Hydrographic Service/ Department of Fisheries & Oceans Canada 
 Pierre Iachetti, Nature Conservancy of Canada 
 Rob Paynter, BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
 Rosaline Canessa, AXYS Environmental Consulting/BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 

Management 
 Tom Tomascik, Parks Canada 

                                                 
1 The Coastal Forests and Mountains and Northwest Coast ecoregional conservation plans are being led by The Nature Conservancy 
and Nature Conservancy Canada in collaboration with Ecotrust, Round River Conservation Studies, the British Columbia Coast 
Information Team, the Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife, and other partners.  The ecoregional conservation plan is intended 
to identify a network of areas in the ecoregion that, if protected, would conserve the biodiversity of the ecoregion. 
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2.2 Definitions of the B.C. Representative Shoreline Types 

 
Rock Platform - Near horizontal rocky intertidal areas >30m in width. A thin sediment veneer may be 
associated with the ramps but the veneer is typically patchy and there are no organized beach features. Most 
commonly associated with sedimentary bedrock outcrops. 
 
Rock Cliff  - Steep sloped (>20o) rock coasts. Small pockets of sediment occur sporadically within the 
indentations along the coast. 
 
Rock with Gravel Beach - Rock and pockets of clastic sediments (rubble, boulder, cobble or pebble beach). 
Sediments can occur on well- developed beach forms, such as berms or beach terraces, or as large patches of 
sediment in an otherwise rocky shoreline. Beaches typically occur in the middle to upper intertidal zones and 
often include log deposits in the supra-tidal zone. 
 
Rock, Sand and Gravel Beach - Rock with pockets of clastic sediments including sand beaches; they typically 
occur in the middle to upper intertidal zones and often include log deposits in the supra-tidal zone. The gravel 
in the lower and middle intertidal zones frequently occurs as an armour over the sand gravel mixture. 
Distributions may be intermittent and patchy along the coast within small indentations. 
 
Rock, Sand and Gravel Beach - Rock with pockets of clastic sediments including sand beaches; they typically 
occur in the middle to upper intertidal zones and often include log deposits in the supra-tidal zone. The gravel 
in the lower and middle intertidal zones frequently occurs as an armour over the sand gravel mixture. 
Distributions may be intermittent and patchy along the coast within small indentations. 
 
Rock with Sand Beach - This type has similar characteristics to a rock platform but it has a sand beach, with 
the sand content >90%. The beaches typically occur in the middle to upper intertidal zones and often include 
log deposits in the supra-tidal zone. Distributions may be patchy, occurring intermittently along the coast 
within small indentations. 
 
Gravel Beach - Sediments are usually comprised of a boulder, cobble, pebble mixture with < 10% sand 
content. Beach slopes are in the range of 5o to 20o with the berm the steepest part of the intertidal zone. Lower 
to middle intertidal zones are commonly armoured. Because of the low sand content, these beaches are highly 
permeable. 
 
Gravel Flat - Sediments are usually comprised of a boulder, cobble, pebble mixture this sand content < 10%. 
Beach slopes are low, < 5o with the berm the steepest part of the intertidal zone. Lower to middle intertidal 
zones are commonly armoured. Because of the low sand content these beaches are highly permeable. 
 
Sand and Gravel Beach  - Sediments are a mixture of boulders, cobbles, pebbles and sand (>10% sand 
content and > 10% gravel content). Beach slopes are in the range of 5o to 20o with the berm the steepest part 
of the intertidal zone. Lower to middle intertidal zones are commonly armoured by cobbles with the sand layer 
in the subsurface. These beaches usually have similar permeabilities to sand beaches. 
 
Sand Beach - Sediments are < 10% gravel and > 50% sand. Beach slopes are in the range of 5o to 20o with the 
berm the steepest part of the intertidal zone. Sediments are highly mobile in moderate to high-energy exposure 
areas. Beach permeability may range from high to low depending on the mud content of the beach. Ridge and 
runnels or swash bars may occur in the lower or middle intertidal zones. 
 
Sand and Gravel Flat - Sediments are a mixture of boulders, cobbles, pebbles and sand (>10% sand content 
and >10% gravel content). Beach slopes are low, < 5o with the berm the steepest part of the intertidal zone. 
Lower to middle intertidal zones are commonly armoured by cobbles with the sand layer in the subsurface. 
These beaches usually have similar permeabilities to sand beaches. 
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Sand Flat - Sediments are <10% gravel and > 50% sand in content. Beach slopes are low, < 5o with the berm 
the steepest part of the intertidal zone. Beach permeabilities may range from high to low depending on the mud 
content of the beach. Multiple ridge and runnels or swash bars are common in the lower or middle intertidal 
zones. 
 
Mud Flat – Sediments are < 10% gravel and > 50% mud. Beach slopes are low, < 5o to 20o with the berm the 
steepest part of the intertidal zone. Berm sediments, located near the high-tide mark are usually coarser than 
those of the beach flat. Beach permeability is low due to the high mud content. 
 
Estuary, Marsh or Lagoon - Estuaries are characterized by high variable distributions in texture although, 
muds and organics are common. Marshes frequently rim the estuary at the high water mark. Brackish water 
conditions are common due to freshwater input to the estuary from stream runoff. Exclusively confined to low 
wave exposure environments. 
 
Channel  - A current dominated region in the intertidal area as opposed to a wave dominated area in the 
intertidal area composed of either bedrock or sediment substrate. 
 
Man-made - These are man-made features or structures within the intertidal zone such as wharfs, seawalls, 
breakwaters, log dumps, boat ramps, marinas, piers, etc. Common construction materials are; concrete, timber, 
pilings, rubble and rock. Intertidal zone widths are often narrow due to the vertical nature of most structures. 
 
High Tide Lagoons - Lagoons that have a tidal influence. 
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3 OFFSHORE MARINE 

3.1 CIT Marine ESA Feature Layers 

 
Marine Feature Name Goal  Goal Rationale Penalty Penalty Rationale Weighted? Range Mean: Hexes >0 No. of Hexes >0 Total Values
          
Ecosystem Representation          
Shelf Region Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-16 15.2 13997 212370 

Passages Region Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-16 11.7 2740 32032 

Inlets Region None See Inlet Sub-regions None See Inlet Sub-regions No    0 

Medium to Large Inlets Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-16 9.2 3432 31667 

Small Inlets Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-15 6.8 391 2660 

Very Small Inlets Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-11 4.4 152 671 

Slope Region Moderate Broad Representivity High Overarching Region No 0-16 15.6 11174 174053 

          

Dixon Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 14.9 2471 36935 

Hecate Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 14.5 2928 42483 

QC Sound Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 15.3 7546 115762 

Van I Shelf Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 14.2 4014 57024 

QC Strait Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 12.6 649 8145 

Johnstone Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 10 884 8832 

N Coast Fjords Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 10.3 3808 39272 

Cont Slope Ecosection Moderate Provincial Classes Low Broad Representation No 0-16 15.2 6504 99048 

          

Regional Representation          

North Coast Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 13.4 5079 67908 

Haida Gwaii Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 14.9 9652 143946 

NWCVI Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 15.4 6596 101350 
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Marine Feature Name Goal  Goal Rationale Penalty Penalty Rationale Weighted? Range Mean: Hexes >0 No. of Hexes >0 Total Values
Regional Representation          

N Central Coast Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 11 2084 22955 

S Central Coast Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 11.2 2097 23389 

WCVI Data Area Moderate Compensate Uneven Sampling Mod-High Geographic Representation No 0-16 14.9 6333 94261 

          

Enduring Features & Processes     No     

Shelf Sand Photic Moderate Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 12 2226 26753 

Shelf Mud Photic Mod-High Unusual Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 3.9 171 672 

Shelf and Slope Hard Photic Moderate Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 8.8 2973 26306 

Shelf and Slope Hard not Photic Low Very Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 11.3 6739 75883 

Shelf and Slope Sand not Photic Low Very Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 13.2 8219 108757 

Shelf and Slope Mud not Photic Moderate Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 12.2 1660 20193 

Shelf and Slope Mid-depth a Mod-Low Representivity Moderate Reliable Bathymetry No 0-16 11.6 7827 90756 

Shelf and Slope Mid-depth b Mod-Low Representivity Moderate Reliable Bathymetry No 0-16 11.6 7145 82596 

Shelf and Slope Deep Mod-Low Representivity Moderate Reliable Bathymetry No 0-16 14.6 10311 150626 

          

Pass Hard Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 5 643 3222 

Pass Sand Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 4.2 562 2357 

Pass Mud Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 3.2 925 2984 

Pass Hard not Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 4.9 731 3577 

Pass Sand not Photic Mod-Low Quite Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 8.2 830 6809 

Pass Mud not Photic Mod-Low Quite Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 8.7 1275 11080 

          

Inlets Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 2.9 2626 7671 

Inlets Hard not Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-15 4 346 1373 

Inlets Sand not Photic Moderate Physical Representivity Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 5.3 313 1669 

Inlets Mud not Photic Low Very Common Mod-Low Weak Substrate Data No 0-16 6.9 2709 18769 

     No     

Unknown Substrate Moderate Account for Knowledge Gaps Mod-Low Knowledge Gaps No 0-16 15 6924 103799 

Unknown Depth Moderate Account for Knowledge Gaps Moderate Knowledge Gaps No 0-16 3.3 4816 16010 
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Marine Feature Name Goal  Goal Rationale Penalty Penalty Rationale Weighted? Range Mean: Hexes >0 No. of Hexes >0 Total Values
Enduring Features & Processes          

Very Protected Shorezones Mod-High Distinctive Habitats Mod-High Sensitive to disturbance No 0-12 3.4 101 339 

Protected Shorezones Low Very Common Moderate General Feature No 0-15 4.7 4417 20831 

Semi-Protected Shorezones Low Very Common Moderate General Feature No 0-14 4.2 3613 15191 

Semi-Exposed Shorezones Mod-Low Common Moderate General Feature No 0-12 4.1 1747 7095 

Exposed Shorezones Moderate Representative Habitat Moderate General Feature No 0-9 3.6 637 2283 

Very Exposed Shorezones Mod-High Distinctive Habitats Moderate General Feature No 0-10 4.9 86 422 

Unknown Exposure Moderate Account for Knowledge Gaps Moderate Knowledge Gaps No 0-15 4.8 982 4714 

          

Distinctive Features          

Complexity Shelf Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Important to many Spp Yes 1-7 0-107 29.4 6517 191799 

Complexity Passages Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Important to many Spp Yes 1-6 0-82 16.2 2036 32926 

Complexity inlets Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Important to many Spp Yes 1-7 0-63 12 2052 24552 

Complexity Slope Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Important to many Spp Yes 1-7 0-113 30.7 4530 139188 

          

High Current Areas Shelf Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Connectivity No 0-16 9.7 253 2453 

High Current Areas Passages Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Connectivity No 0-16 7.8 234 1832 

High Current Areas Inlets Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-High Connectivity No 0-14 7 145 1018 

High Current Areas slope Mod-High Distinctive Areas Mod-Low Questionable Data  0-16 9.5 160 1518 

          

Special Elements: Rarity          

Hex Sponges Very High Rare Very High Extremely Rare Yes 2-3 0-48 24.4 203 4944 

Eulachon Estuaries High Threatened High Threatened Yes 1-5 0-125 26.4 34 896 

Sea otter (not WCVI) High Locally Rare High Rare No 0-14 6.9 21 144 

Large Corals High Likely Threatened and/or Rare Moderate Weak data Yes 1-4 0-64 20.7 3614 74934 

          

Red-Blue Bird Estuaries Very High Red-Blue Spp Critical Habitat Moderate Incomplete South Yes 0-100 44.9 73 3275 

          

Marbled Murrelet Capability Moderate Habitat Mod-High Red Listed Sp Yes 2-3 0-48 29.7 2540 75382 
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Marine Feature Name Goal  Goal Rationale Penalty Penalty Rationale Weighted? Range Mean: Hexes >0 No. of Hexes >0 Total Values
Focal Species          

Eelgrass Polygons Mod-High Umbrella; critical habitat Mod-High Biodiversity, Nursery Yes 1-4 0-38 4.5 304 1358 

N Coast Eelgrass Biobanding Moderate Few Other Data Moderate Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-21 4.4 483 2132 

QCI Eelgrass Biobanding Mod-Low Other Data Available Mod-Low Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-20 5.6 326 1815 

NWCVI Eelgrass Biobanding Mod-Low Other Data Available Mod-Low Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-20 4.1 152 620 

NCC Eelgrass Biobanding Moderate Few Other Data Moderate Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-15 3.7 645 2417 

SCC Eelgrass Biobanding Moderate Few Other Data Moderate Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-14 2.8 297 822 

WCVI Eelgrass Biobanding Mod-Low Other Data Available Mod-Low Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-22 4.2 229 969 

          

Kelp Mod-High Umbrella; critical habitat Mod-High Biodiversity, Juveniles Yes 1-4 0-18 2.4 1174 2822 

Kelp Biobanding Mod-Low Many Occurrences Recorded Mod-Low Other Data Available Yes 1-2 0-25 6.1 3161 19336 

Marsh Grasses Biobanding Moderate No Other Data Moderate Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-24 4.1 3077 12723 

Surfgrass Moderate No Other Data Moderate Unknown Reliability Yes 1-2 0-24 4.8 1448 7001 

Other Vegetation Biobanding Moderate Amalgamation Moderate Increased Reliability Yes 1-5 0-45 7.1 6099 43310 

Unknown Biobanding Moderate Account for Knowledge Gaps Moderate Knowledge Gaps  0-15 5 868 4370 

          

Bird Colony AnMu Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-79 24.9 1758 43851 

Bird Colony BlOy Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-23 3.5 410 1416 

Bird Colony CaAu High Largest Global Breeding Area High Threatened Yes 1-5 0-80 21.4 5162 110634 

Bird Colony Co Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-47 13.3 659 8742 

Bird Colony GWGu Mod-Low Very Common Mod-Low Adaptable Sp Yes 1-5 0-65 15.7 4245 66436 

Bird Colony PiGu Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-69 13.9 1588 22080 

Bird Colony Pu Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-79 23.6 397 9379 

Bird Colony RhAu Mod-High Largest in E Pacific Mod-High Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-79 23.3 2747 63888 

Bird Colony SP Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Breeding Seabird Sp Yes 1-5 0-79 20.1 6410 129070 

Small Islets  Mod-Low Very Common Moderate Unsurveyed Colonies Density 0-25 7.7 4624 35692 

          

Pelagic Seabird Capability Moderate Habitat Mod-Low Coarse Data Yes 1-3 0-49 28.9 6543 188991 

Waterfowl Capability Moderate Habitat Mod-Low Coarse Data Yes 1-3 0-48 17.8 7609 135185 

Shorebird Capability Moderate Habitat Low Inconsistent Data Yes 1-3 0-48 18.2 8566 155612 
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Marine Feature Name Goal  Goal Rationale Penalty Penalty Rationale Weighted? Range Mean: Hexes >0 No. of Hexes >0 Total Values
Focal Species          
Moulting HaDu Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Vulnerable Sp (moulting) Yes 1-3 0-46 8.1 445 3587 

Moulting Scoters Moderate Bio Representivity Moderate Vulnerable Sp (moulting) Yes 1-4 0-47 8.5 837 7109 

          

Anad. Richness x Str. Magnitude Moderate Spp Richness & Abundance Moderate Several datasets Yes 1-24 0-198 25.8 742 19124 

          

Steller Sea Lions Moderate Habitat Moderate Haul outs and Rookeries Yes 1-4 0-63 21.9 760 16658 

          

Herring Spawn Mod-High Keystone Mod-High Only data available Density 0-49 8.2 1942 15906 
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3.2 Stream Richness x Magnitude 

Overview 

This measure of anadromous species richness x stream magnitude is such that it disregards very 
small streams, and gives higher scores only to exceptionally rich and large streams.  

About 1 out of 7 (14%) of BC’s stream systems were judged to be possibly anadromous, and 71% 
of those were assigned a score of greater than zero. That is, about 1 out of 10 BC stream systems 
were considered likely to support significant numbers of anadromous species. Of those, about half 
were assigned a low score (1-4 out of a possible 24), meaning that they are small streams 
supporting only a few species. Only the Fraser River received a top score (24), with the Nass and 
Skeena rivers tied in second place (20). 

 

Data Sources 

BC fish presence data were compiled from 3 different FISS point sources: evp files –sample sites 
on streams; evs files–“stream mouths” which turned out to include other reach data as well; and 
FISS wizard enquiries producing spatial point files in csv format. Each data source was merged 
separately for all of BC. It was found that while there was considerable agreement amongst the 
three BC datasets, they were not identical, and sometimes were inconsistent with each other. 
Thus, it was decided to use all three, although duplicate points would be generated and would 
need to be weeded out later. A few other databases from private researchers were also used. 
However, these were small. FISS line files (evz) were found to add no new species presence 
information not already covered by the points and were not used.  

Eight of BC’s nine anadromous spp were considered (eulachon, the ninth, was treated 
separately). These include all Oncorhynchus spp (FISS codes: SK, CO, CM, CH, PK; 
CT_ACT_CCT; ST_SST_WST) and Dolly Varden, DV_ADV (Salvelinus malma). 

 

Stream Network Assignments 

A network analysis was performed on the BC Watershed Atlas to create cohesive stream 
networks connecting all stream reaches to the coast. Thus, every stream reach was identified with 
a stream network number that corresponded to a point that intersected the coastline. This 
required considerable data cleaning. 

Most fish presence data were then assigned to a stream network. Watershed codes were used 
when given. When not given, points were spatially joined to the stream networks they intersected 
(+/- 2 metres). However, many FISS points did not fall on streams. For these, the following 
operations were performed: 

 Use first 14 digits of WSA code if available; 

 Check for overlap with other points that had a WSA code; 

 Seek a code match using first 12 digits of WSA code if available; 

 Seek a code match using first 9 digits of WSA code if available; 
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 Check over the above work based on nearest distance to stream systems, within 100 
metres. This caused 10 points to be reassigned, and allowed for 119 additional points to 
be assigned to a stream system. 

Overall, 135 of 31,835 FISS points (0.4%) were not assigned a stream system. That is, they had no 
WSA code, and did not fall within 100m of a WSA stream. Some of these appear to be incomplete 
duplicates of other points, while others appear to be complete orphans, perhaps because the WSA 
is not entirely comprehensive in its coverage of streams and tributaries, or perhaps due to a 
mistake in coding the UTM locations of these points. 

Richness 

Due to inconsistencies found in the datasets, we decided that our measure of richness would 
require more than 1 record to appear in a stream network (per species) before it would be 
counted. It is believed that this would weed out many spurious points with a minimum effect on 
good data. Since we merged three FISS datasets together, it is likely that more than one point 
should appear on a stream network, were it valid. Indeed, most stream networks had several 
points. The difference between >0 records (conventional approach with perfect data) and >1 
records (our criterion based on inconsistent data) is given in the table below: 

  Networks 
>0 

Networks 
>1 

Chinook 229 129 

Chum 1040 577 

Coho 1227 787 

Pink 826 401 

Sockeye 308 184 

Cut throat 746 522 

Steelhead 371 240 

Dolly Varden 496 346 

 

1590 systems of 8175 had >0 anadromous sp records; whereas 1120 had >1 records. Species 
Richness Relative Importance was assigned a number 1-4 based on steps of every two species, as 
shown below: 

Spp Richness 
(8175 systems) 

Networks 
>0 

Networks 
>1 

RI 

1 325 338 1 

2 318 267 1 

3 363 210 2 

4 213 114 2 
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Spp Richness 
(8175 systems) 

Networks 
>0 

Networks 
>1 

RI 

5 136 67 3 

6 95 51 3 

7 87 39 4 

8 53 34 4 

  

Magnitude 

Stream magnitude (attribute of the WSA) was log-transformed (natural logarithm). The resulting 
range was 0-11.  This score was scaled to 1-6. This eliminated all streams of magnitude 2 or less, a 
subset of second order streams. Only three BC rivers exceeded a score of 4: The Fraser (6), Skeena 
(5), and Nass (5). Thus, excluding these three exceptional rivers, the measure was designed to 
have the same weighting, RI=1-4, as richness.  

Magnitude x Richness 

Richness RI measures and magnitude RI measures were then multiplied together to produce a 
composite measure of richness and magnitude, with 796 river systems in BC receiving a score of 1 
or greater. The only river to get a top score (24) was the Fraser, with the Skeena and Nass both 
tied in second place at RI=20. About 30% of all possible anadromous streams (>1 spp) were 
eliminated because they were either too small, or in fewer cases because they had no more than 
one observation record per species. Of the remaining half, about half of those scored a low score 
of 1 - 4.  

Note: the table below considers all stream systems with >0 anadromous spp, records even though 
we actually looked at >1 record (see above). This was to allow for comparisons later between the 
two approaches. Consequently, looking at the table, one can see that about half of these have a 
score of 0. As noted above, 30% of streams with >1 record scored 0. 

 

RI: Richness 
x Magnitude 

No. of Stream 
Systems 

24 1: Fraser 

20 2: Skeena, Nass 

16 11 

12 26 

9 22 

8 26 

6 67 
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4 96 

RI: Richness 
x Magnitude 

No. of Stream 
Systems 

3 40 

2 244 

1 261 

0 794 

Total >0 796 

 

 

Coast Information Team Marine Analysis 

To incorporate this data layer into the CIT marine analysis, stream mouths (points) were 
expanded one grid cell (100m) in all directions to account for those that fell near the boundary of 
two hexagons. This created 300m squares (9 grid cells) for each point. They were neither clipped 
to the shoreline nor rationalized to the hexagons, as the buffer was used only as a way to 
distribute the stream’s scores across boundaries, and does not correspond to an actual physical 
feature. This “blurring” of the stream mouths was to account for spatial differences between 
Watershed Atlas data and other data used in the CIT, as well to spread the score more evenly 
across hexagons that by chance happened to bisect or nearly bisect a stream mouth.  
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4 HUMAN IMPACTS 

4.1  Coastal Temperate Rainforest Watershed Units 

 
 

1) Primary watersheds were coded as the set of drainages (watershed polygons) that share 
a common salt water exit point.  Because primary watersheds define a standard 
ecological unit, these were not aggregated even though there remains a huge variation in 
primary watershed size.  LWSD polygons that lumped several streams with different 
saltwater exit points were not further split.            

 
2) LWSD polygons from the BC Watershed Atlas and HUC6 polygons from Southeast 

Alaska were coded to yield a nested set of intermediate and large river systems between 
10,000 and 100,000 hectares and 100,000 – 1,000,000 hectares in size.  Thus, intermediate 
river systems were only created for primary watersheds > 10,000 hectares, and large 
rivers systems were only created for primary watersheds > 1,000,000 hectares.     

 
The procedure is as follows, beginning at the salt-water exit point of a river system 
(primary watershed) and moving upstream: 
 

a) If the primary watershed is <10,000 ha, it is not further subdivided 
 

b) If a tributary to the “main stem” of the river drains less than 10,000 hectares, that 
tributary’s watershed polygons are grouped with the “main stem” intermediate 
river system into which they drain.   

 
c) If a tributary drains 10,000 to 100,000 hectares, the entire tributary basin is coded 

as a single intermediate river system. 
 

d) If a tributary drains more than 100,000 hectares, it is treated as a separate “main 
stem” river, and intermediate basins within that drainage system are coded 
using the same rules, starting with step “a” above.   

 
e) For primary watersheds > 1,000,000 hectares, all watershed polygons in 

tributaries that are more than 100,000 hectares are coded as Large River Systems 
(and also split into Intermediate River Systems).  Note that 100,000 – 1,000,000 ha 
primary watersheds match large river systems in scale.   

 
f) Text labels were added for each Intermediate River system.   

 
Notes and Exceptions: 
 

1) The accuracy of primary watershed mapping is limited by the resolution of the base 
watershed maps (e.g. the BC Watershed Atlas and the Tongass N.F. watershed polygons 
group small basins below third order).  Therefore, a number of coastal primary 
watersheds exist that actually consist of multiple 1st or 2nd order streams.   

 
2) Primary watersheds were coded as such regardless of size; therefore many small primary 

watersheds exist in coastal areas.   
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3) In a few cases, the spatial configuration and subsequent grouping of some “main stem 

polygons” and adjacent small drainages (less than 10,000 hectares) does not allow for an 
Intermediate Basin less than or equal to 100,000 hectares. The result is that there are a few 
Intermediate Basins that are slightly larger than 100,000 hectares.  In cases where the 
main stem and adjacent small drainages totalled far greater than 100,000 hectares, the 
main stem polygons were split at obvious junctions of large tributaries. 

 
4) In British Columbia there are several large lakes whose associated LWSD polygons were 

comparable to the “main stem polygons” of river systems.  These polygons were treated 
the same as main stem rivers, grouping adjacent small drainages as described above. 

 
5) Watershed polygons in glacial areas where divergent flow exists were coded as 

belonging to the primary watershed and Intermediate Basin that receives the majority of 
drainage area from the polygon. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 Results from the analysis of the CC LRMP final agreement of December 12, 2003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focal Species Representaton by Ecosection - CC LRMP - Dec.11 Map
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5.2 Gains achieved for focal ecosystems, old-growth ecosystems, and freshwater systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Focal Ecosystem Representation - CC LRMP - Dec. 11 Map
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Old Growth Representation for BEC x Site Index - CCLRMP Dec. 11 Map
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Freshwater Ecosystem Representation CC LRMP - Dec. 11 Map
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